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ABSTRACT

We present a large ∼ 30′′ × 30′′ spectroscopic survey of the Galactic Center using the SINFONI IFU

at the VLT. Combining observations of the last two decades we compile spectra of over 2800 stars.

Using the Bracket-γ absorption lines we identify 195 young stars, extending the list of known young

stars by 79. In order to explore the angular momentum distribution of the young stars, we introduce

an isotropic cluster prior. This prior reproduces an isotropic cluster in a mathematically exact way,

which we test through numerical simulations. We calculate the posterior angular momentum space

as function of projected separation from Sgr A*. We find that the observed young star distribution

is substantially different from an isotropic cluster. We identify the previously reported feature of the

clockwise disk and find that its angular momentum changes as function of separation from the black

hole, and thus confirm a warp of the clockwise disk (p ∼ 99.2%). At large separations, we discover

three prominent overdensities of angular momentum. One overdensity has been reported previously,

the counter-clockwise disk. The other two are new. Determining the likely members of these structures,

we find that as many as 75% of stars can be associated with one of these features. Stars belonging

to the warped clockwise-disk show a top heavy K-band luminosity function, while stars belonging to

the larger separation features do not. Our observations are in good agreement with the predictions of

simulations of in-situ star formation, and argue for common formation of these structures.

Keywords: editorials, notices — miscellaneous — catalogs — surveys

1. INTRODUCTION

The first infrared observations of the Galactic Cen-

ter (GC) revealed that the central region of the Milky

Way is surprisingly bright (Becklin & Neugebauer 1968,

1975). Due to the advent of ever higher resolution ob-

servations we now know that this light originates from

Corresponding author: Sebastiano von Fellenberg
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a cluster of young, massive stars, many of O-type or

Wolf-Rayet stars, residing in the central parsec (Krabbe

et al. 1991; Genzel et al. 1994; Simons & Becklin 1996;

Blum et al. 1996). The presence of young stars close to

the massive black hole is puzzling, since star formation

should be suppressed in the tidal field of the large mass.

At the same time, the lifetimes of such stars is so short

that they cannot have migrated from far.

The most important clue to solving this puzzle came

from resolved stellar kinematics (Genzel et al. 2000;

Ghez et al. 2000; Genzel et al. 2003; Levin & Be-
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loborodov 2003; Beloborodov et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2006;

Paumard et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2009; Bartko et al. 2009).

The young stars to a large extent reside in two counter-

rotating disks. This is now understood as a result of

their formation from massive (∼105M�) gaseous disks

a few Myr ago (Bonnell & Rice 2008; Hobbs & Nayak-

shin 2009). This picture is supported by the fact that

the observed (and hence also initial) mass function is

very top-heavy (Bartko et al. 2010) and by the radial

surface density profile ∼ r−2. Further, the dynamical

structure shows a warp for the clockwise disk (Bartko

et al. 2009), which might be a natural consequence of

resonant relaxation (Kocsis & Tremaine 2011).

While the basic findings are agreed upon, there are sev-

eral details which are not fully settled: Do et al. (2013)

and Lu et al. (2013) find a less top-heavy mass function

than Bartko et al. (2010). The statistical significance of

the presence of the counter-clockwise disk is low and has

been disputed in Yelda et al. (2014). The same authors

also do not find the clockwise disks’ warp.

Since these studies, the underlying data base has grown

further. More stars in the GC field have been observed

spectroscopically (which is the key for spectral typing

and being able to include them into the kinematic anal-

ysis). Further, the number of stars for which we can re-

port full orbital solutions has increased due to the longer

time coverage. Given these advances and the open ques-

tions, we here present a re-analysis of the dynamics of

the young stars in the GC.

2. DATA SET

2.1. Observations

We compile spectroscopic GC observations spanning

almost two decades. Our observations consist of AO-

assisted SINFONI observations, of which most are ob-

tained with the combined H+K band, with a pixel scale

of 100 mas. We re-reduce and analyse all GC SINFONI

pointings. A considerable fraction of these data were

analysed in previous publications, e.g. Paumard et al.

(2006); Bartko et al. (2009, 2010); Pfuhl et al. (2011,

2014). Furthermore, we analyse previously unpublished

observations of the GC, which were obtained as back-up

observations of the continuous monitoring of the mo-

tions of the stars in the GC (Gillessen et al. 2009, 2017;

Gravity Collaboration et al. 2021).

For stars closer than 2 ′′ to the black hole, our astrom-

etry is determined from the continuous monitoring pro-

gram, while for stars at larger projected distances, we

rely on the astrometry presented by Trippe et al. (2008)

or Fritz et al. (2011) if available. Figure 1 shows an

overview of the SINFONI exposures. Our spectroscopic

coverage increased substantially compared to previous

studies (e.g. Pfuhl et al. 2011 and Yelda et al. 2014).

While we have reduced the gaps in our coverage, it is

biased towards the natural guide star used by the SIN-

FONI AO system in the North-East. Our observations

cover a square spanning ∼20′′ to ∼ − 10′′ offset from

Sgr A* in right ascension and ∼ − 10′′ to ∼ + 20′′ in

declination. The integration depth across this square

is however not homogeneous, with some patches suf-

fering from poor quality. Further, bright sources out-

shine near-by fainter stars in some patches. Only few

Southern or North-Western exposures exist which rely

on the laser guide star system (Bonnet et al. 2004). We

stack exposures from different epochs if multiple expo-

sures exist. We account for Earth’s motion around the

Sun by shifting the wavelength axis of each exposure to

the local standard of rest before combination. We try to

classify all stars photometrically discernible in the expo-

sures into either young or old type by extracting spec-

tra and identifying the emission and absorption lines.

We classify stars as old if the CO band heads around

∼2.3 µm are detected. Young stars are classified by the

detection of the Bracket γ (Brγ) line at 2.166 µm (and

other lines). Because our observations seldomly allow

for the identification of stars fainter than Kmag = 15,

such a simple classification scheme suffices to determine

the age of the stars (Do et al. 2013). The classification of

young stars is complicated by the background Brγ emis-

sion of the ionized gas in the Galactic Center, which can

mimic young star features in the spectra if the back-

ground subtraction is poor. Thus we allow for stars to

remain un-classified, if the stars do not show CO-band

heads, and the Brγ line is not credibly detected.

We classified over 2800 stars into un-classifiable, old, or

young star. For all classifiable stars, we determine the

radial velocity. In this work, we only investigate the

credibly detected young stars and no old stars.

2.2. Radial velocity measurement of young stars

Measuring radial velocities of young stars is compli-

cated by the presence of multiple gas emission clouds

that contaminate the Brγ absorption line of the stars

(e.g. Paumard et al. 2006). By selecting a suitable back-

ground, we minimize the effect of ionized gas emission.

However, this approach is limited. For stars with dif-

ficult background subtraction, we revert to the Helium

absorption line at 2.113 µm, which is less affected by

background emission but is significantly harder to de-

tect. This leads to low SNR in the line detections for

many stars. We use line-maps to visually confirm stars

with faint lines, as well as the consistency of Brγ and He-

lium velocities. We account for this difficulty by conser-

vatively estimating the uncertainty of the radial velocity.
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Explicitly, for each star we obtain three different spectra

using three different background aperture masks and de-

termine the radial velocity for each. We determine the

radial velocity from the RMS of the three spectra, but

further increase the derived value if the line is poorly

measured. For lines with discernible Helium absorption

we fit a template young star spectrum, otherwise we

revert to double and single Gauss fits. We checked for

consistency of the methods if more than one method was

applicable. Further we check that the derived velocity

is different from that of the local ionized gas emission.

The mean radial velocity uncertainty is 58 km/s, with

many stars having radial velocity uncertainties larger

than 100 km/s.

2.3. Spectroscopic completeness

We estimate the fraction of stars we are able to clas-

sify. This can be done by planting point sources of dif-

ferent brightness in the images and estimating their de-

tectablilty. Because our coverage is very patchy, and

the integration depth is different for each pointing, we

revert to a simpler technique: we assume that the cat-

alogue by Trippe et al. (2008) is photometrically com-

plete up to Kmag = 16. Under this assumption, we

cross-referenced all stars which we were able to classify

as either young or old to this catalogue. By binning the

catalog stars in steps of 0.5 magnitudes, we can count

the fraction of stars we were able to classify spectroscop-

ically. Figure 1 shows the resulting completeness maps.

We identify stars up to Kmag = 14.5 for most of our cov-

ered area. The central region, which has been observed

the most frequently, is less complete than the outer re-

gions. This is a consequence of the increasing number of

(bright) stars towards the center. The decreasing num-

ber of stars at larger projected distances thus compen-

sates for the shorter integration time. Other than the

decreasing completeness in the central region there is

no substantial bias in neither Northern, North-Eastern

nor Eastern direction and our completeness estimate is

comparable with that found in Pfuhl et al. (2011).

2.4. Stars with full orbits

Overall 36 young stars have known full orbital solu-

tions. We give their orbital solutions, and uncertainties

in Table 4 in Appendix I. Figure 2 shows the inferred

orbits. Of these orbits, 31 were presented in previous

studies (Gillessen et al. 2009, 2017), but we update their

orbital estimates. The procedure of the orbit determina-

tion is described in detail in these references. Five stars

have newly found orbital solutions that we add here.

2.5. Stars without orbits

Figure 1. [

SINFONI completeness map of the Galactic Center]90%
Completeness estimate based on cross-referencing

spectropically identified stars with the catalogue by Trippe
et al. (2008).

For 159 young stars we are able to determine five of the

six phase space coordinates (x, y, vx, vy, vz), which are

given in Table 5 and plotted in Figure 22 in Appendix J.

The total number of known young stars therefore has in-

creased by 79 with respect to Yelda et al. (2014). For

several of the known young stars we updated the ra-

dial velocity using the combination of available observa-

tions which maximize the signal to noise in the spectra.

For many stars, this means discarding observations be-

cause a given star is affected by hot pixels or other data

glitches. In the following we will describe our star list

and compare it with previously published star lists.

2.6. Stars with radial velocity from the literature

For several stars we resort to previously published val-

ues. For instance, we do not reanalyse the radial veloci-

ties of any of the Wolf-Rayet stars. For those, the radial

velocities need to be derived from a stellar atmosphere

model, and the uncertainty is dominated by the model-

ing and not the SNR of the spectra. Thus, re-derived

spectra would not improve the radial velocity (F. Mar-

tins, private comm.). Furthermore, we adopt the radial

velocities reported in Yelda et al. (2014) for stars which

we either did not observe, or when our spectrum is too

poor to derive a radial velocity, but does not contradict

the classification. For stars which are continuously mon-

itored in the central arcsecond we either use the radial

velocity published in Gillessen et al. (2009), Gillessen

et al. (2017) or an updated value.
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Figure 2. [

Orbits and astrometric measurements of the 36 young stars]Orbits and astrometric measurements of the 36 young stars in the
Galactic Center. The track of astrometric measurements is over-plotted as darkened points. The orbits of the young stars

belonging to the clockwise disk are shown. The inset shows the “Sgr A* star cluster” of the innermost young stars which are
on preferentially eccentric and randomly distributed orbits.

2.7. Stars in the literature removed from star list

For five stars reported as young in Yelda et al. (2014)

we identified CO-bandheads in the spectra. This may

be the result of confusion. For instance, our spatial res-

olution may not suffice to disentangle a young star next

to a bright old one. Nevertheless, we remove these stars

from our list. We removed the stars: S1-19, S4-287,

S7-36, S10-34, and S13-3.

3. ANALYSIS: THEORY AND NUMERICAL

EXPERIMENTS

The initial conditions of a test particle in a fixed grav-

itational potential have six degrees of freedom, corre-

sponding to the initial position and velocity of the par-

ticle. It is standard practice to express those in terms

of the classical orbital elements: the semi-major axis a,

the eccentricity e, the inclination i, the longitude of the

pericenter ω, the position angle of the ascending node

Ω, and the epoch of pericenter passage tP .

In order to determine these six numbers, one needs to

measure six dynamical quantities. From multi-epoch as-

trometry in the GC, one can determine the on-sky po-

sition (x, y) and proper motion (vx, vy) of the object.

Thus, one needs two more dynamical quantities in or-

der to determine an orbit. From spectroscopy one can

get the radial velocity of a star (vz). The missing z-

coordinate is not accessible directly at the GC distance

of ∼8.28 kpc (Gravity Collaboration et al. 2022), but its

absolute value can be determined by measuring an ac-

celeration, either by detecting curvature in the on-sky

orbital trace, or by a change in radial velocity.

For stars with (at least) six dynamical quantities mea-

sured, standard fitting techniques uniquely determine

the orbital elements, see for example Gillessen et al.

(2009, 2017). If only five dynamical quantities are

known, in almost all cases one lacks an acceleration

measurement, i.e. information on z. Yet, some con-

straints on the orbital parameters can be constructed.

For example the angular momentum vector direction can

be limited to lie within a one-dimensional half large-

circle across the sphere of possible orientations (Pau-

mard et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2009). We call such stars

“5D-constrained”.

The key finding of earlier works was that when one com-

pares the angular momentum distribution of the 5D-

constrained stars one finds an overdensity in angular

momentum in specific direction. The simplest expla-

nation for that finding is that these stars rotate in a

common disk. This interpretation was independently

confirmed by stars for which full orbits have been deter-

mined (Gillessen et al. 2009; Yelda et al. 2014; Boehle

et al. 2016; Gillessen et al. 2017).
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The probability distribution of the orbital angular mo-

mentum vector for a given star depends on the assump-

tions one makes on the missing information, i.e. the z-

coordinate. Hence the exact dynamical structure (and

thus the significance of certain features such as disks and

warps) of the young star sample depends on the choice

of the z-prior.

3.1. Determining the distribution of angular

momentum vectors of the 5D-constrained stars

In order to estimate the smoothed distribution of an-

gular momentum vectors of the 5D-constrained stars, we

use the following procedure:

1. Generate 10000 realizations of each star, where the

x, y, vx, vy and vz coordinates are sampled from

the respective measured values and errors, assum-

ing Gaussian distributions. The z coordinate is

sampled from the chosen z-prior distribution, see

subsection 3.2.

2. Compute the orbital elements corresponding to

the phase space coordinates for each of the 10000

realizations of each observed star.

3. Like in Yelda et al. (2014), we compute the 3rd-

neighbour density of angular momentum vector di-

rections at the desired grid points over the unit

sphere spanned by (i,Ω) for each of the 10000 re-

alizations of the sample stars. The neighbour den-

sity allows to obtain smooth maps from the dis-

crete distributions.

3.2. Constraining the z-values

In the above analysis, one needs to choose what to

assume for the distribution of z-values. A natural up-

per limit on |z| is obtained by imposing that the orbits

need to be bound. This yields a maximum z-value as

a function of projected 2D distance from the massive

black hole:

|zmax| =

√(
2GM•

v2
x + v2

y + v2
z

)2

−R2, (1)

where R =
√
x2 + y2 is the 2D projected radius and

M• the mass of the MBH. We use this upper limit when

sampling the z coordinate and draw a new z-coordinate

in case z was sampled outside the allowed bounds.

Further, 5D-constrained stars yield an upper limit on

the acceleration amax. This corresponds to a minimum

|z| value

|zmin| =
√
GM•
amax

−R2. (2)

For the distribution of z-values between the extreme val-

ues two choices have been made in the past:

• The so-called “stellar cusp prior” (Bartko et al.

2009), which assumes a power-law distribution of

z-values, based on the observed power-law den-

sity profile of the stellar cusp in the GC (Genzel

et al. 2003; Gallego-Cano et al. 2018; Schödel et al.

2018).

• A “uniform acceleration prior” (Lu et al. 2009;

Yelda et al. 2014), where the z-values are com-

puted from a uniform distribution of accelerations.

In Appendix B we show that both these priors are not

ideal in that they do not recover the isotropic struc-

ture in the simulated mock data. In order to overcome

this problem, we propose a new prior that mitigates the

problems of the other two:

• The “isotropic cluster prior” which evaluates the

probability distribution function of an isotropic

cluster for each star. Since the functions for an

isotropic cluster are analytically defined, they can

be evaluated using the available observational data

of each star. The difficulty lies in expressing the

distribution function given in orbital elements, in

phase space coordinates, in which our observations

are obtained. We derive the procedure in subsec-

tion 3.3.

The choice of a certain prior implies choosing the cor-

responding null hypothesis against which the dynamical

structure can be tested. Thus, the prior choice necessar-

ily introduces some prejudice on what one believes the

dynamical structure in GC is.

3.3. The isotropic cluster prior

In Appendix A, we described the numerical recipe to
sample orbital elements for an isotropic cluster from the

respective probability distribution functions (PDFs).

Since the PDFs are independent, the combined PDF

describing an isotropic cluster is simply the product of

the individual distributions:

PDFiso−clus. =PDF(a) · PDF(e) · PDF(i)·
PDF(Ω) · PDF(ω) · PDF(M)

=
p− 1

amin

(
a

amin

)−p
· 2 sin(i)·

U[0,2π[(Ω) · U[0,2π[(ω) · U[0,2π[(M),

(3)

where U stands for the uniform distribution on the re-

spective interval. We need to express the known dis-

tributions of orbital elements as distributions of phase

space coordinates. Effectively, we are thus interested

in the correct coordinate transformation of the orbital
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Figure 3. [

Isotropic cluster prior PDF]Left to right: Determinant of
Jacobian (|det(Jac)|), orbital element probability

distribution function (PDFiso−clus.) and coordinate
transformed probability distribution function

(PDF ′iso−clus.) of the star IRS34W as function of z
distance. The transformed PDF ′iso−clus. is the product of
determinant and the isotropic cluster PDF. Note that the

y-axis for each plot is different.

element distributions to phase space coordinate distri-

butions. A probability distribution can be transformed

to a different coordinate system by accounting for the

volume filling factor:

PDFsys1 = |det(Jac)| · PDFsys2, (4)

where det(Jac) stands for the determinant of the Jaco-

bian matrix of the coordinate transformation. In the

case of the orbital element coordinate transformation,

the Jacobian matrix consists of the 36 partial deriva-

tives of the coordinate transforms. Once the analytical

form of the determinant has been determined, we obtain

the analytical expression for the z distribution of stars

in an isotropic cluster:

PDF′iso−clus.(z|pcobs) =|det(Jac(a(z|pcobs), . . . )|·
PDFiso−clus.(a(z|pcobs), . . . ),

(5)

where pcobs stands for the observed phase space coordi-

nates xobs, yobs, vxobs, vyobs, and vzobs. We implement

the determinant in compiled C, which allows very fast

evaluation. Figure 3 shows an example of the proba-

bility distribution of the z values for the star IRS34W

(Paumard et al. 2006). Without the determinant the

function is asymmetric, only after multiplication with

the determinant the PDF is symmetric around z = 0.

3.4. Significance of observations

The null hypothesis we test is an isotropic cluster,

since an old, relaxed distribution should reach asymp-

totically that state (Bahcall & Wolf 1976; Pfuhl et al.

2011). The procedure to generate an isotropic cluster is

described in Schödel et al. (2003), and in Appendix A.

Once a mock observation of an isotropic cluster has been

generated, we determine its angular momentum distri-

bution the same way as for the real observations outlined

in the last section. We use 10000 mock observations to

calculate the mean and standard deviation in each pixel

of the (i,Ω) map and define the pixel significance σpixel

as:

σpixel =
spixel,obs− < spixel,sim >

RMS(spixel,sim)
(6)

where spixel,obs stands for the observed pixel value in the

(i,Ω) map, and spixel,sim stands for the simulated pixel

values. This approach is based on the method described

in Li & Ma (1983). In Appendix C we show that the

derived σpixel do not correspond to Gaussian confidence

intervals. We use 100000 mock observations to convert

the derived σpixel to confidence values and in the fol-

lowing state both values. Note that Yelda et al. (2014)

use a different definition significance based on peak val-

ues observed in the (i,Ω) maps. We give conversion

estimates between these differently derived significance

estimates and discuss the consequences of these different

definitions in Appendix C.

4. RESULTS: APPLICATION TO DATA

4.1. Angular momentum distribution of the young

stars in the Galactic Center

In the following section we discuss the angular mo-

mentum distribution of young stars in the GC. Figure 4

shows the overdensity of angular momentum for six pro-

jected radius slices. The density maps are computed us-

ing a 3-nearest neighbour smoothing (subsection 3.1).

For stars with determined orbits we sample 100 real-

izations of the angular momentum vector from the re-

spective uncertainty estimates. For stars without deter-

mined orbits, we sample 100 z values from the isotropic

cluster prior, and 100 realizations of the measured phas-

espace vector from the respective uncertainties. We bin

our young star samples in six bins with increasing pro-

jected distance from the black hole. Table 1 summarizes

the structures discussed in the following subsections and

states the significance of the features expressed in σpixel

as well as a confidence limit (see Appendix C for details

of the confidence calculation).

4.1.1. The inner region

Our updated star sample confirms the presence of a

warped clockwise disk for stars in a region ranging from
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Figure 4. [

Significance of the overdensity in logarithmic scale of the angular momentum distribution]Significance (σpixel) of the
overdensity of the angular momentum distribution in logarithmic scale as function of projected radius slice, computed using

the isotropic cluster prior. See text for details.

∼ 1′′ to ∼ 4′′ (middle and right plot of top panel in

Figure 4). In this inner most region, most stars are

aligned coherently. We call this the inner part of the

clockwise disk, abbreviated CW1. For the radial bin

ranging from 2′′ to 4′′, CW1 is less dominant and starts

to change smoothly to the outer part of the clockwise

disk (CW2).

4.1.2. The intermediate region

For the radial bin ranging from 4′′ to 8′′ (bottom left

panel in Figure 4 and Figure 5), no single disk struc-

ture dominates the density map. Bartko et al. (2009)

and Bartko et al. (2010) found an overdensity for their

sample of 30 stars in the range 3.5′′ to 7′′. They inter-

pret this as a warped extension of the clockwise disk –

here called CW2. The significance of the outer part of

the warped clockwise disk was estimated at ∼ 6σ us-

ing the stellar cusp prior (Bartko et al. 2009). However,

this outer part was disputed by Yelda et al. (2014). We

confirm the CW2 disk at a significance of ∼ 12σpixel

corresponding to a p-value of p ∼ 99.2 (Figure 5). Fur-

ther, we find the onset of the counter-clockwise feature

(CCW/F1) at a significance of ∼ 10σpixel reported by

Genzel et al. (2003); Paumard et al. (2006); Bartko et al.

(2009) in this intermediate region.

4.1.3. The outer region

For projected distances larger than 8′′ we find three

prominent features (bottom middle panel in Figure 4

and Figure 6). First, we confirm an overdensity of

angular momenta at (φ, θ) =∼ (0◦, 16◦) significant at

-135 -90 -45 45 90 135

-60

-30

30

60
Slice 4-8''

0 2 4 6 8 10
pixel

Figure 5. [

Significance (σpixel) of the over-density of angular
momentum for stars from 4′′ to 8′′.]Significance (σpixel) of

the over-density of angular momentum for stars at a
projected distance from 4′′ to 8′′. The figure is identical to
the bottom-left most panel of Figure 4, however the color

scaling is adapted and in linear scale.

∼ 35σpixel. This feature was first reported in the outer

most radial bin studied by Bartko et al. (2009) and at-

tributed to the clockwise disk. We call this feature the

outer filament 2 (F2). Second, we find the outer contin-

uation of the CCW/F1 feature with similar significance

(∼ 35σpixel). Most prominently, we find a previously un-
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Figure 6. [

Same as Figure 5 from 8′′ to 16′′.]Same as Figure 5
projected distance from 8′′ to 16′′, again with adapted color

scaling and in linear scale.

reported feature at (φ, θ) =∼ (−44◦, 12◦) at very high

significance of > 100σpixel. We call this feature the sec-

ond outer filament – F3.

The location and significance of all these overdensity

features is tabulated in Table 1.

5. RESULTS: ESTIMATING THE DISK

MEMBERSHIP FRACTION

In order to assess the disk membership of each star to

one of the features, we numerically integrate the star’s

PDF to calculate the Bayesian evidence. We do so using

the statistical software package dynesty (Speagle 2020;
Skilling 2004, 2006a,b). We sample the likelihood func-

tion in phase space coordinates, which allows sampling

only the allowed part of phase space and include the

prior information on the feature location as additional

term in the likelihood function Lfeat, which is a Gaus-

sian prior with a specified width at the feature location.

We do not impose other prior knowledge the stars other

than the disk location and thus we assume a flat prior

on the z coordinate of each star, constrained only by the

maximum z-distance allowed for a bound orbit. Further,

we assume a flat prior on the remaining phase space co-

ordinates with width equal to four times the standard

deviation of each coordinate expectation value. In con-

trast to the isotropic cluster prior used in subsection 3.2,

the volume element is numerically derived by the eval-

uation of the likelihood function by dynesty. Explicitly,

we integrate the following likelihood function:

-135 -90 -45 45 90 135
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-30
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60

CW1

CW2

CCW/F1

F2

F3

Line of sight

ESWN

Figure 7. [

Prior location for angular momentum
overdensity]Illustration of the location and width of the

feat priors assumed, tabulated in Table 1.

logLmodel = logLfeat + logLstar

=− 0.5(d(ifeat,Ωfeat, i(x, . . . ),Ω(x, . . . ))2/σ2
feat

+
∑
n

(xn,obs − xi)2/σ2
xn,obs),

(7)

where d(ifeat,Ωfeat, i(x, . . . ),Ω(x, . . . )) stands for the

spherical cap distance1 from the feat angular location

(ifeat,Ωfeat), computed for each sample of the phase

space coordinates (x, y, z, vx, vy, vz). σfeat is the open-

ing angle of the feat, which we set to 20◦ for all features.

We illustrate the feat priors in Figure 7.

Similarly, we can define the likelihood of a star without

the disk prior:

logLstar =
∑
i

(xi,obs − xi)2/σ2
xi . (8)

Because we integrate the same phase-space (pc) prior

volume for each star, the log evidence evaluates to the

same value
∫

logLstar d~pc = −5.8 for each star. For

stars with orbital solutions it suffices to sample i and Ω.

Equation 7 thus can be rewritten as:

logLmodel = logLfeat + logLstar

=− 0.5× (d(ifeat,Ωfeat, i,Ω))2/σ2
feat+

(iobs − i)2/σ2
iobs

+ (Ωobs − Ω)2/σ2
Ωobs

),

(9)

The corresponding integral to Equation 8 for the stars

with determined orbits evaluates to a log evidence of

∼ −2.3.

By comparing the log evidence of Lmodel with the log

evidence Lstar, we can compare the feature membership

probability for stars with and without orbital solutions.

1 i.e. the Haversine distance
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Name Abb. (θ, φ) σpixel Approx. confidence Approx. Gaussian σGauss

Inner clockwise disk CW1 (73.1◦, 34.5◦) > 100 σpixel � 99.999% � 4 σGauss

Outer clockwise disk CW2 (23.3◦, 55.6◦) ∼ 12 σpixel ∼ 99.2% ∼ 2.5 σGauss

Counter-clockwise disk/filament CCW/F1 (−47◦,−30.0◦) ∼ 35 σpixel ∼ 99.99% ∼ 4 σGauss

Outer filament 2 F2 (0.0◦, 16.0◦) ∼ 35 σpixel ∼ 99.99% ∼ 4 σGauss

Outer filament 3 F3 (−44.2◦, 11.5◦) > 100 σpixel � 99.999% � 4 σGauss

Table 1. [

Angular momenta direction, derived pixel significance (Equation C3) and the corresponding confidence limits and Gaussian
σGauss for the different kinematic features in the Galactic Center]Angular momenta direction, derived pixel significance

(Equation C3) and the corresponding confidence limits and Gaussian σGauss for the different kinematic features in the Galactic
Center.

In order to establish feature membership, we require

the difference of the log evidence Lmodel − Lstar to be

smaller than 2. Essentially our procedure corresponds

to a log-likelihood cut. However, it can be viewed from

a Bayesian model selection point of view where one com-

pares evidence ratios: If the relative log evidence of Lstar

and Lmodel is smaller than 2, the star is consistent with

belonging to the respective feature.

Table 6 and Table 8 report stars consistent with be-

longing to the CW1 and CW2, Table 7 reports the stars

consistent with belonging to the CCW/F1, Table 9 and

Table 10 reports the stars consistent with being on the

F2 and F3 features.

5.1. Is it necessary to de-bias the disk fraction?

Yelda et al. (2014) estimated the true disk fraction by

comparing the observed distribution against their simu-

lations of an (approximate) isotropic cluster mixed with

a stellar disk. This approach is correct under the as-

sumption that the young stars not aligned with the disk

are in an isotropic distribution. If the distribution of

the not-aligned stars is anisotropic, for instance if sev-

eral streams of stars exist, this approach underestimates

the number of disk members. We thus do not estimate

the true disk fraction under the assumption of a single

disk + isotropic cluster model. Consequently, we can not

tell the difference of a by-chance aligned star from that

of a true feature member. Our feature fraction estimate

is 100%, which should be understood as an upper limit.

Further, we impose that each star is at most member of

one feature. If a star could be associated with more than

one feature, we count it to the feature with the lowest

∆ evidence.

Ultimately, our feature membership depends on the

prior width and location of the features and the evi-

dence cut. Optimally, these feature properties should

be inferred from the data too, which however requires a

hierarchical approach which is beyond the scope of this

work.

6. RESULTS: PROPERTIES OF THE YOUNG

STELLAR COMPONENTS

Marginalizing the prior and likelihood functions in

Equation 7, we obtain posterior phasespace distributions

for each star. For the stars that satisfy our feature mem-

bership criterion, we compute the orbital elements and

obtain the posterior density estimate of orbital elements.

Because all stars are independent from one another, we

can combine the posterior estimates from each sample

and obtain the joint orbital element distribution.

In the following we analyse the posterior semi-major

axes and eccentricity distributions as well as their lu-

minosity distributions. In this discussion, only the prior

on the preferred direction of angular momenta and our

observational data enters (Table 2). We do not require

stars to have certain projected distances or eccentric-

ities. However, we require that all stars belong to at

most one feature. Further we remove B type stars that

lie within 0.8′′ of Sgr A*. These so called S-stars have a

relaxed angular momentum distribution (e.g. Gillessen

et al. 2017), thus we assume that they their alignment

with the any of the features is by chance. In the fol-

lowing observed number counts and summary statistics
will be presented, without the inclusion of a complete-

ness correction.

6.1. The warped clockwise disk and its stars

Our updated star sample confirms the presence of a

warped clockwise disk. We do not model the clockwise

disk with a “warp”, i.e. smooth change of angular mo-

mentum. Instead, we define two angular momentum

directions motivated from the observed overdensities of

angular momentum compared to an isotropic cluster (see

Figure 4 and Table 1). This allows to check if stars

consistent with belonging to the respective features are

indeed similar to one another, without imposing the

“warpedness” already in the prior.

We find 33 stars which are consistent with being in the

CW1 disk. Only four stars are at a projected distance

greater than 4′′, with the largest projected distance be-
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Disk Name Number Brighter/Fainter IQR IQR

of Stars than Kmag = 14 semi-major axes eccentricity

CW1 33 24/9 = 2.7 1.6′′, 2.1′′, 2.7′′ 0.4, 0.5, 0.6

CW2 13 12/2 = 6 5.8′′, 7.0′′, 8.5′′ 0.2, 0.4, 0.5

CCW/F1 33 21/12 = 1.8 5.4′′, 7.4′′, 12.1′′ 0.4, 0.5, 0.6

F2 37 23/8 = 2.8 2.2′′, 5.6′′, 9.3′′ 0.4, 0.6, 0.9

F3 36 20/16 = 1.3 3.7′′, 8.8′′, 12.4′′ 0.6, 0.7, 0.9

Table 2. [

Kinematic features of the young star population in the Galactic Center]Significant kinematic features of the young star
population in the Galactic Center. Number of stars, luminosity, semi-major axis and eccentricity distribution. The number

counts of stars are the observed values, i.e. no completeness correction is applied.

ing ∼ 10′′. The median projected distance is 2.0′′, the

interquartile range (IQR) of the clockwise disk feature

stars is 1.0′′ and 3.2′′. The majority of the clockwise

disk stars are bright: 24 of the 33 stars are brighter than

Kmag = 14. Nevertheless, there is no distinctive bright-

ness cut that leads to disk membership: nine stars are

fainter than Kmag = 14, six of which have determined

orbital solutions (R1, S5, S11, S31, S66, S87). The me-

dian Kmag of the clockwise disk is 12.7.

Combining the posteriors we obtain the joint distribu-

tion of orbital elements. For stars with determined or-

bital solutions, we sample orbital elements from the re-

spective orbit posterior distributions. Figure 8 plots

the distribution of the eccentricities and the semi-major

axes. The stars without determined orbits typically have

non-zero eccentricities, with a median eccentricity ∼ 0.5,

highly eccentric orbits are however not preferred by our

data. The median semi-major axis is 2.1′′. The dis-

tribution of the stars with determined orbital solutions

broadly agrees with those without a fully determined

orbit. The stars with determined orbital solutions have

however slightly lower eccentricities, and very high ec-

centricities are completely suppressed.

In summary, the CW1 disk is made up of predomi-

nantly, but not exclusively, O/WR type stars, on eccen-

tric orbits in the proximity of the black hole.

13 stars are consistent with belonging to the CW2

disk. All but two stars are brighter than Kmag = 14.

One faint star is S60 and belongs to the S-star cluster, so

we remove it from the sample. The median magnitude is

12.7. All but one star have projected distances ranging

between 4′′ and ∼ 8.6′′, the median projected distance

is ∼ 6.6 ′′.

The eccentricity distribution is comparable to the eccen-

tricity distribution of the CW1 disk, with median eccen-

tricity of ∼ 0.4, high eccentricities are not favoured by

our data; the median semi major axis is 7.0′′. The star

R70 has a determined orbital solution with a semi-major

axis of ∼3.5′′ and an eccentricity of 0.3, consistent with

the 5D-constrained stars.
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Figure 8. [

Posterior distribution of orbital elements of inner warped
clockwise disk stars]Distribution of the eccentricity and the

semi-major axis of the stars consistent with belonging to
the inner part of the warped clockwise disk. The dark green
histograms show the properties of the 5D-constrained stars,

the light green histogram show the distribution of stars
with determined orbital solutions. The grey and black
vertical lines indicate the median, and the dashed lines
indicate the IQR of the stars with and without orbit.

In summary, the CW2 disk consists of eleven O/WR
stars and one B stars, on slightly eccentric orbits. The

stars are bright, very similar to the CW1 stars, but are

found at larger radii.

Figure 9 demonstrates the morphological difference

between the inner and the outer part of the warped

clockwise disk. All but three stars belonging to the in-

ner part of the disk are found centralized within 5′′. The

stars in the outer part are thus only different by their

angular momentum direction as function of radius. This

is consistent with a “warp-picture”, which is a sole result

of the data and not the prior. The feature prior Lfeat

does not impose a radial dependence, or a magnitude

selection.

6.2. The CCW/F1 feature and its stars

33 stars are consistent with belonging to the CCW/F1

feature. Only two stars, S4 and S12, have full orbital
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Figure 9. Comparison of stars belonging to the CW1 (green) and CW2 (blue) disk. Stars that do not belong to either feature
are plotted in gray. The inset shows the prior width and direction of the feature prior Lfeat based on which the colored stars
are selected (i.e. ∆ log evidence > 2, section 5). Stars marked with a “plus” have positive radial velocity, unmarked stars
have a negative radial velocity. The arrows indicate the direction of the projected velocity. In both cases we evaluate the disk
membership probability for all young stars, i.e. no radial binning has been applied.
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 9 for CCW/F1 (purple), F2 (pink), and F3 (orange).

solutions, both of which are S-stars which we again dis-

card. 12 stars are brighter than Kmag = 14, 21 are

fainter, and the feature is therefore more skewed towards

fainter, B-type stars, compared to the clockwise disk.

The median magnitude is 13.5. This feature contains

stars mostly at large projected distance, with a median

projected distance of 8.0′′.

The stars are on modestly eccentric orbits, with a me-

dian eccentricity of 0.5. Unlike for the CW1/2 features,

highly eccentric orbits are not entirely suppressed. How-

ever, the fraction of the CCW/F1 stars on highly eccen-

tric orbits (eccentricity > 0.9) is small. The semi-major

axes distribution is similar to the observed projected

distances, with a median semi-major axes of 7.4′′.

6.3. The F2 feature and it’s stars

37 stars are consistent with belonging to the F2 fea-

ture. Similar to the CW disk, the majority of stars are
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brighter than Kmag = 14: eight stars are fainter, 23

brighter. The median magnitude is 13.2. The stars are

at a median projected distance of 7.0′′.

The median eccentricity is 0.7, higher than for the CW

disk and the median of semi-major axes is 5.6′′.

6.4. The F3 feature and it’s stars

The F3 feature consists of 36 stars. Two stars have

a full orbital solution which however belong to the S-

star cluster. Two thirds of the stars belonging to this

feature are brighter than Kmag = 14 (16 B-type stars,

20 O/WR-type stars). Like for the CCW disk, the stars

are at large projected distances: the median distance is

8.8′′.

Most of the F3 stars are preferentially on highly eccen-

tric orbits, which differentiates the F3 feature from the

other features. Indication for such almost radial orbits

have already been reported in Madigan et al. (2014).

The median eccentricity is 0.7. The distribution of semi-

major axes is comparable to the observed projected dis-

tances with median 7.8. Intriguingly, the orientation of

the F3 feature is in the same plane as the Galaxy, how-

ever the sense of rotation is opposite to it (Paumard

et al. 2006).

6.5. K-band Luminosity function of the young stars

Following Bartko et al. (2010), we define the K-band

luminosity function (KLF) as:

KLF (R1, R2,mK) =
Nstars,obs(R1, R2,mK)

Aeff(R1, R2,mK)
(10)

where Nstars,obs is the number of observed stars in the

radial slice (R1, R2) and magnitude bin mK , and Aeff

is the effective area in the radial and magnitude bin. If

our observations were perfect, the effective area would

simply depend on the radial slice. However, our spectro-
scopic integration depth varies from pointing to point-

ing and our classification fidelity strongly depends on

the background gas emission and the presence of bright

stars. Thus we have to take the completeness of our

observations into account, and the effective area is com-

puted as:

Aeff(R1, R2,mK) =

∫ ∫ √x2+y26R2

√
x2+y2>R1

ε(x, y,mK) dx, dy

(11)

We compute the completeness similar to Do et al.

(2013), comparing the number of photometrically iden-

tified stars present in a given SINFONI pointing, with

the number of stars we were able to classify spectroscop-

ically. This method allows exploiting the much better

photometric information of a star.

Explicitly, we use the star catalogue presented in

Trippe et al. (2008) and assume it to be complete to

Kmag = 16. Than, for each pointing, we calculate the

ratio of spectropically classified stars to the total num-

ber of stars.

ε(xpointing, ypointing,mK) = 1− Nunclassified(mK)

Ntotal(mK)
(12)

We assess the uncertainty of the completeness correction

by simulating different completeness map based on the

number of classified and unclassified stars. We detail

the procedure in Appendix E.

We compare the KLF found in our work with the ones

found by Do et al. (2013) and Bartko et al. (2010) in

Appendix F. Overall the agreement between our values

and those found in Bartko et al. (2010) is good, despite

using a different method for determining the complete-

ness correction. In contrast to Do et al. (2013), we do

not infer the completeness corrected KLF and complete-

ness correction simultaneously, but calculate it from the

star counts once the completeness of each pointing is

determined. The most important difference to Do et al.

(2013) is that we do not enforce classification into either

young or old, but allow a star to remain unclassified.

Consequently, we do not differentiate young and old star

completeness, but simply calculate the fraction of classi-

fied and unclassified stars. This prevents that stars with

no signal in the spectrum are classified, and thus conser-

vatively estimates the completeness. The completeness

correction is none-negligible for deriving the KLF. For

instance the overall completeness in the Kmag = 13.5 to

Kmag = 14.5 bin is on the order of 56%.

In order to assess whether the higher O+WR to B star

ratio of the CW disk and the other kinematic features

is an artifact of the incomplete observations, we plot

the completeness-corrected KLF of the stars associated

with the respective features as well as the KLF of the

all young stars combined (including the central young S-

stars) in Figure 11. The KLFs of the outer features are

essentially indistinguishable, while the KLF of warped

clockwise disk peaks at Kmag = 12 and is thus top-

heavy. The overall KLF follows those of the outer fea-

tures, as those dominate the star count.

6.6. Summary of the young stellar components

This analysis has revealed that the young stars can

be categorized into five different significant features. As

many as 75% of the young stars (152 of 201) are con-

sistent with belonging to one of these features. Our

analysis has shown that these features cannot only be

separated by their angular momentum but also by their
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Figure 11. KLFs of stars associated with the different kine-
matic features and the KLF of all young stars including the
central S-stars. No explicit projected radius cut is applied,
but we combine the stars of clockwise disk (CW1 and CW2).

distance from Sgr A*. The CW disk forms a coherent

structure ranging from ∼ 1′′ to ∼ 8′′. The F2 feature

has a large rangs from ∼ 3′′ to ∼ 10′′. The CCW/F1,

and F2 features extend the furthest from Sgr A*. We

compare the different eccentricity distributions, semi-

major axis distributions and the Kmag distributions in

the appendix (Figure 18).

7. DISCUSSION

We carried out a spectroscopic survey of the central

(+20,−10), (−20,+10) arcseconds of the GC. We rean-

alyzed, combined and updated the spectra derived for

all GC stars observed with ESO’s SINFONI instrument

taken in AO mode. This lead to spectra for over 2800

stars. We classified the stars into old, if CO-band heads

are discernible, young, if the Brγ line (and other young

star lines) are discernible, or unclassifiable, if no line is

discernible. This led to the identification of a total of

201 young stars. For 35 young stars full orbital solu-

tions can be derived. Three stars have too high radial

velocities to be on bound orbits2. For the remaining 158

stars, only radial velocities could be determined. We ex-

tend previous Monte-Carlo studies presented in Lu et al.

(2009); Bartko et al. (2009, 2010); Yelda et al. (2014) by

introducing a new prior. The proposed prior maps an

isotropic cluster onto itself without bias in angular mo-

mentum. It is not “better” for answering the question

of the true angular momentum distribution of the young

stars. However, it allows for a clean definition of a null-

hypothesis: How different is the observed distribution

2 This is likely a consequence of a poorly determined radial velocity
or a confusion event.

from an isotropic cluster. In particular, we ask how

different the observed angular momentum distribution

is from that of the old star cluster present in the GC,

which is an isotropic cluster to good approximation (e.g.

Pfuhl et al. 2014).

7.1. Distribution of angular momentum of young stars

in the Galactic Center

We find five significant different kinematic features

compared to an isotropic cluster. Further, we have found

that the vast majority (75%) of stars can be attributed

to one of these five features. The angular momentum

distribution in the GC is therefore very rich, and sig-

nificantly different from the old star population. We

demonstrate that the young stars reside in a warped-

disk and several outer filaments. Such a rich structure

has been proposed by several simulations of in-situ star

formation in an in-falling gas cloud scenario. Bonnell &

Rice (2008) demonstrated that stars can form in mas-

sive gas clouds around a massive black hole like Sgr A*

and speculated that multiple young star rings may be

present in the GC. Löckmann & Baumgardt (2009) have

demonstrated that in the presence of two separate disk

systems (like the clockwise and the counter-clockwise

system), the disks tidally interact with one another caus-

ing a warping of the disks. Further, Kocsis & Tremaine

(2011) show a warping of the disk naturally arises from

the interaction of the disk with the potential of the em-

bedding old star cluster. Our observations are fully con-

sistent with the results of these simulations and theoret-

ical arguments.

7.2. K-band luminosity function

Figure 19 and Figure 11 show the KLF of the young

stars within 1 to 12 arcseconds and the KLFs of the

kinematic components. The KLF derived from our re-

vised sample of young stars and revised completeness

correction is consistent with the KLF reported in Bartko

et al. (2010). Compared to Bartko et al. (2009) who

used source implanting to derive the completeness, and

following Do et al. (2013), we use the information avail-

able in photometric observations of the Galactic Center

to improve the completeness correction. Nevertheless,

the KLF derived here is more top-heavy than the one in

Do et al. (2013).

Comparing the KLFs of the different kinematic features

we find that the combined KLF of the CW1 and CW2

features is more top heavy than that of the other fea-

tures. The KLFs of the outer features are comparable to

the KLF of the inner S-star cluster and the young stars

at large separations reported in Bartko et al. (2009) and

are thus consistent with a normal Salpeter/Koupra IMF
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(Salpeter 1955; Kroupa 2001) of dN/dm ∝ m−2.15. Nev-

ertheless, the statistical significance of this result is low.

For instance, the p-value of the K-S-test between the

CW disk KLF and the CCW/F1 feature is 0.23, yield-

ing only marginal evidence that these distributions are

different. If one combines the three outer features, the

significance is increased (p-value 0.03). Thus we caution

that this result remains tentative, and that the decisive

magnitude bin to confirm the down tick of the warped

clockwise disk KLF are stars fainter than Kmag = 15

and thus beyond the fidelity of this work.

Assuming the difference is not an artifact of the com-

pleteness correction, two possibilities emerge. If star

formation is universally top heavy in the Galactic Cen-

ter, the absence of brighter stars may be result of a main

sequence cut off. This would imply that the outer struc-

tures are older and bear witness of star formation event

prior to the formation of the clockwise disk stars. Al-

ternatively, the IMF in an accreting gas cloud may be

radially dependent and the observed KLF could thus be

explained in a singular star formation event.

7.3. A warped disk and several filaments of young stars

In section 6 we show that the CW disk forms a co-

herent structure ranging from 1′′ to 8′′. The stars share

very similar eccentricities, have similar angular momen-

tum directions and are predominantly made up of O and

WR type stars. They are mainly different by the angu-

lar momentum as function of separation from the black

hole, consistent with the warp-picture. The other fea-

tures are harder to explain as an extension or warp of

the clockwise disk.

The CCW/F1 feature possesses a similar eccentricity

distribution as the two inner features but shows a dras-

tically different angular momentum direction.

The F2 feature shares some similarities with the CW

disk and could thus be its outer most extension. For

instance, some of the F2 stars have low eccentricities.

However, many of the F2 stars have higher eccentricities

atypical for the CW disk stars.

The F3 feature has a different angular momentum di-

rection than the warped clockwise disk, which is not too

different from that of the CCW/F1 feature. It is the

most eccentric feature.

Ultimately, all three outer features share a very similar

K-band luminosity function, which appears to be differ-

ent from the one of the CW disk.

Several simulations of gas accretion disk produced

such rich features (Nayakshin 2006; Nayakshin et al.

2007; Bonnell & Rice 2008; Löckmann & Baumgardt

2009). Of particular interest is the scenario which was

studied in Hobbs & Nayakshin (2009), in which two Gi-

ant Molecular Clouds collide. After the initial collision

the two clouds are sent on a plunging orbit and accrete

onto Sgr A*. A central accretion disk forms and, de-

pending on the initial conditions, several gas streamers.

In both the central disk, as well as the gas-streamers

stars subsequently form.

Several of the predictions made in this scenario are con-

sistent with our observations. In the simulations with

large impact parameter, the inner-most accretion disk

stays in a rather compact region around the black hole,

consistent with the inner region of the CW disk in the

GC. The remnants of the colliding gas clouds form fil-

aments at larger separations, which do not share the

same angular momentum direction as the central disk.

This could correspond to the stellar populations found

in the CCW/F1, F2, and F3 features. Furthermore, the

disks found in the simulations show large scale warps,

perfectly consistent with the observed change in angular

momentum direction of the CW disk. In these simula-

tions, the central disk circularizes after an initial period

of highly eccentric orbits, while the stars further out re-

main on more eccentric orbits. We find a similar behav-

ior, but note that our values are overall more eccentric

than found in this set of simulations.

In the simulations the star formation is different in

the inner and outer regions. While Hobbs & Nayak-

shin (2009) caution that their star-formation prescrip-

tion may be oversimplified, in their simulations, mostly

heavy stars form in the central disk, and the IMF is sub-

stantially less top-heavy in the outer filaments. This is

consistent with our observations too: The ratio of ob-

served O+WR to B stars is much higher in the warped

clockwise disk than in the outer structures. Our data

confirms: while the KLFs of the outer structures are in-

distinguishable, the KLF of the warped clockwise disks

peaks at Kmag = 12, and stars fainter than Kmag = 14

are rare.

While matching the observations well, the effect of the

embedding old nuclear star cluster is typically ignored

in such simulations of star formation. However, through

the process of vector resonant relaxation, the embedding

old star cluster facilitates a fast reorientation of the an-

gular momentum direction. This process can lead to a

wrapping of initially coherent disk-like structures in time

scales comparable to the age of the young stars (Koc-

sis & Tremaine 2011), and can lead clustering in angular

momentum space for stars of different mass (Szölgyén &

Kocsis 2018). For an isotropic background potential, the

timescale at which an initially coherent structure is dis-

solved increases with separation from the center (Kocsis

& Tremaine 2015) and the existence of the clockwise

disk structure constrains the efficiency of vector reso-
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nant relaxation processes in the Galactic Center (Giral

Mart́ınez et al. 2020), it is thus not clear if the observed

structure can be explained solemnly by the effect of the

embedding cluster.

Another intriguing aspect of young star population is

the central S-star cluster: the central 0.8′′ of the Galac-

tic Center is populated by B type stars, with an approx-

imately isotropic angular momentum distribution, and a

super-thermal eccentricity distribution (Gillessen et al.

2009; Boehle et al. 2016; Gillessen et al. 2017). The

very different angular momentum distribution and the

evident absence of any WR- and O-type stars on tight

orbits poses a significant complication of the physical

picture for the formation of these young stars. One so-

lution is presented in Chen & Amaro-Seoane (2014), who

propose a so-called rapidly evolving region (RER) in the

inner region of clockwise disk. If the initial disk is suffi-

ciently heavy, stars within the RER rapidly exchange ec-

centricity and semi-major axis through Kozai-Lidov like

resonances. This reorients the orbits into the observed

super-thermal, isotropic distribution. The presence of

the outer filaments may be indicative that enough ini-

tial mass was present for such a RER to form. Further,

this scenario can also explain the absence of WR- and

O-type stars in the central region, as those stars mi-

grate close enough towards the black hole to be tidally

disrupted. If the central S-star cluster would belong to

the same dynamical component as the CW disk stars,

the number of fainter B-type stars is increased, alter-

ing KLF of this feature. We discuss this possibility in

Appendix G.

Nevertheless, the strict isotropy of the angular mo-

mentum has been challenged by Ali et al. (2020) who

report two planes of resonances3, with an apparent

overdensity in the orbital inclination of both the late

and early type stars in the central arcsecond. Our

analysis provides an appropriate tool to measure the

anisotropy of an observed stellar distribution by compar-

ing it against an isotropic cluster. We could not confirm

a significant anisotropy in the central region other than

in the direction of the clockwise disk (see Appendix H

for details). However, we did not include late type stars

which contribute to their findings. In addition, our test

is more constraining as it requires isotropy in all or-

bital elements, rather than just in the orbital inclination.

Thus we cannot rule out that such planes exist.

Lastly, the observed young stars might not have

formed together at all. The main sequence life time of

3 Note that Ali et al. (2020) refer to the plane of orbits as ‘disk’.
However, the stars in their ‘disks’ show both clock and counter-
clockwise rotation, which is inconsistent with our nomenclature.

B-stars is much longer than that of the O and WR stars,

further star formation in the Galactic Center has been

shown to to be episodic with evidence of star formation

in the recent history (∼ 100 Myr) (Pfuhl et al. 2014;

Schödel et al. 2020). The study of the age distribution

of the bright young stars in the CW and CCW features

has, however, not revealed a secondary star formation

event (Bartko et al. 2010; Lu et al. 2013). Madigan

et al. (2014) discuss a scenario in which older B stars

(60 to 100 Myr) interact with the potential of the black

hole, the isotropic old star cluster and the CW disk. In

this scenario binary stars are placed on near radial orbits

with very high eccentricities due to the interaction with

massive perturbers (Perets et al. 2009; Perets & Gua-

landris 2010). After some time the binary is disrupted

and one partner is captured on a tight orbit around the

black hole. This scenario could thus explain the high

eccentricity orbits observed for the F3 feature, imply-

ing that F3 stars correspond to the stars found in the

magnitude bin Kmag > 15 of Madigan et al. (2014).

Conveniently, this scenario explains the B-stars found

in the inner most region around Sgr A*, which however

seem to have similar ages as the CW disk stars (Habibi

et al. 2017).

8. CONCLUSION

We confirm the presence of the warped clockwise disk

(Bartko et al. 2009, 2010): it exhibits a smooth change

in angular momentum as function of radius. We confirm

the presence of an outer kinematic feature (F2), which

Bartko et al. (2009) attributed to the CW disk. The fea-

ture shares similarities with the CW disk, but also with

the features at larger separations. We associate it to the

other outer structures, but note that it remains possible

that it is part of the CW disk. Further, we confirm the

presence of a counter-clockwise feature at large separa-

tions reported in Genzel et al. (2003); Paumard et al.

(2006); Bartko et al. (2009). This feature was deemed

insignificant by other work Lu et al. (2006, 2009); Yelda

et al. (2014). We find that this feature consists mostly of

stars at large projected separations, explaining the dif-

ficulty of establishing significance in past studies which

had smaller spatial coverage. In addition to the fea-

tures which have been discussed in the literature before,

we identify a new feature F3 which, like the CCW/F1

and F2 features, is at large projected distances from the

black hole. The F3 feature is, however, substantially

more eccentric and we thus argue that the systems are

distinct.

This rich structure in kinematic features has been sug-

gested in different simulations of star formation in an

accretion disk around Sgr A*. The set of simulations by
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Hobbs & Nayakshin (2009) in which two giant molecu-

lar clouds collide and subsequently accrete show intrigu-

ingly comparable features to the ones observed: A small,

medium eccentric disk in close proximity of Sgr A*; sev-

eral remnant star streamers at larger separation which

have substantially different angular momenta directions;

and higher eccentricities at larger separations. Further,

the simulations show differences in the distribution of O

and WR type stars, with the most heavy stars found in

the inner disk – consistent with the apparent distribu-

tion of O and WR type stars in the Galactic Center. We

thus argue that the simultaneous formation of all young

stars in the Galactic Center remains a feasible scenario,

consistent with the latest analysis of the age distribution

of the S-star cluster (Habibi et al. 2017). However, the

dramatically different kinematic distribution of the B-

stars in the central arcsecond remains serious challenge

(Boehle et al. 2016; Gillessen et al. 2017) for such a com-

mon formation scenario, and more detailed analysis of

the age distribution of the young stars are required to

confirm or rule out a single star formation event some

∼ 6 Myr ago.
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APPENDIX

A. GENERATION OF MOCK ISOTROPIC CLUSTER

The procedure to generate mock observations of an isotropic cluster is adapted from Schödel et al. (2003):

1. Sample the inclination i and the longitude of the ascending node Ω isotropically on a sphere.

2. Sample the argument of pericenter uniformly from ω ∈ [0◦, 360◦[.

3. Draw the semi-major axis from a power law distribution dN
da ∝ a−β . We choose β = 2 to resemble the observed

distribution of stars. We sample a from 0.2 arcseconds to 40 arcseconds, in order to match the observed scales.

4. Sample the eccentricity such that dN
de ∝ e, i.e. a thermal distribution of eccentricities.

5. Compute the true anomaly by assuming a uniform distribution of time points along the orbit: torbit ∈ [0, Porbit[.

This corresponds to a uniform mean anomaly distribution.

With this recipe, we generate a cluster containing 100′000 stars and calculate the phase space coordinates. We then

discard the z coordinates and draw a new z coordinate from the z-prior distribution. From this cluster we choose N

stars, as many as our data sample contains, taking into account the observational biases from the fields covered. This

yields a mock data set that we analyze the same way as the real data in subsection 3.1. This procedure is repeated

10000 times, creating 10000 mock data sets from which we calculate the mean and standard deviation in each pixel.

B. Z-PRIORS USED IN PREVIOUS STUDIES AND THEIR BIASES

In the following we describe z-priors used in previous studies, the stellar cusp prior and the uniform acceleration

prior. We show that both priors generate biased posterior distributions, in which the angular momentum distribution

is not isotropically distributed on a sphere.

B.1. The stellar cusp prior

Bartko et al. (2009) introduced the stellar cusp prior. The distribution of z coordinates is given by:

P (z|xobs, yobs) ∝ (x2
obs + y2

obs + z2)−
β+1
2 (B1)

where β = 2 the power-law index of intrinsic density profile of the cusp in the GC dN/dR ∝ R−β (Genzel et al. 2003)

and xobs/yobs stand for the observed star positions.

The simulated cluster analysis with the stellar cusp prior correctly captures the input distribution of eccentricities and

also the distribution of semi-major axes is reproduced closely. However, the argument of pericenter ω does not follow

a uniform input distribution, and high inclinations are favored. This results in a boxy distribution of stars, with an

over-density towards the center (see Figure 13).

The reason for this behaviour lies in the distribution of eccentricities. While the positions of the stars geometrically

follow a power law slope, the probability for z given Robs depends on how much the individual star plunges towards the

black hole. When one knows the distribution of eccentricities and the distribution of semi-major axes, this “plunging

in” is given by the observed velocity vector ~v, a piece of knowledge that is neglected in this prior.

B.2. The uniform acceleration prior

The uniform acceleration prior has first been used by Lu et al. (2009) and is constructed by drawing the acceleration

aS(R) uniformly in the possible range, i.e. aS(R) ∈
[
GM•/(z

2
max +R2)3/2, GM•

R2

]
. The maximum value for aS(R) is

reached for z = 0 and its minimum value is obtained from the maximum allowed zmax =
√

2GM•/|~v|2 −R2. The

z−coordinate is then obtained from

z =

√(
GM•Robs
aS(R)

)2/3

−R2 . (B2)

The analysis with the uniform acceleration prior does not reproduce the linear distribution of eccentricities and

produces a tail of high semi-major axes orbits. Similar to the stellar cusp prior, the argument of periapsis ω is not
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Figure 12. [

Comparison of the probability distribution function of the z values]Comparison of the probability distribution function of the z
values for the star E29: The orange line shows the PDF of the stellar cusp prior (Equation B1), the blue line shows the

histogram of z-values sampled according to the uniform acceleration prior (Equation B2) and the dark red line shows the
isotropic cluster prior (Equation 5). For better comparison we have normalized the mode of the respective distributions to one.

uniformly sampled, but shows an angular dependence. Furthermore, the orbital nodes are biased towards high values,

but without the clear concentration towards cos(φ) = ±1 of the stellar cusp prior. Inspecting the distribution of z

values, one can make out a zone of avoidance close to zero. Nevertheless, at least perceptually, the uniform acceleration

prior seems to fare slightly better as the distribution of z values is more symmetrical than that for the stellar cusp

prior.

The reason for the mismatch from an isotropic cluster lies again in the eccentricity distribution dN
dε ∝ ε. Since most

stars have eccentric orbits there is a high chance of observing a star far away from the black hole and close to apocenter,

where the acceleration is low. Therefore, the distribution of acceleration is not uniform but varies radially and depends

on the velocity ~v of the star.

For both the stellar cusp and the uniform acceleration prior, the reason that the prior clusters deviate from that of an

isotropic cluster is that the priors only depend on the projected radius Rprojected and do not take the velocity of the

star into account.

B.3. Comparison of the different priors

In this section we compare the two different priors that have been used in the past with the isotropic cluster prior.

Figure 12 compares the z-probability distribution functions for the three priors and the example star E29. For the

stellar cusp prior and the isotropic cluster prior the analytic expression are given in Equation B1 and Equation 5. For

the uniform acceleration prior we estimate the PDF by making a histogram of the z-values derived from the prior (see

Equation B2).

Because the z-PDFs are different, they will lead to different z distributions. To illustrate the effect on our null

hypothesis of an isotropic cluster we conduct the following numerical experiment:

1. Draw 10000 stars from an isotropic distribution according to the recipe detailed in subsection 3.4.
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Figure 13. [

Orbital element distribution of different z-priors]Distribution of orbital elements of different prior-clusters, drawn from the
stellar cusp prior, the uniform acceleration prior, the isotropic cluster prior, and the input isotropic cluster. The top panel

shows the z vs. x distribution of the different prior clusters. See subsection B.3 for details.

2. Discard the z-coordinate of each star.

3. Re-draw a z-coordinate for each star from its respective prior distribution function.

We call the resulting cluster the “prior cluster”, in which each star has new z position. We plot the resulting z vs. x
position in the top row of Figure 13 for each of the three priors as well as the input isotropic cluster. Plotting the z

vs y coordinate yields a qualitatively identical plot. It is evident that the isotropic cluster prior best reproduces the

input cluster.

To better compare the respective prior clusters with the input orbital elements we recompute the orbital elements

of each star using the newly determined z-position. Figure 13 compares the histogram of the input orbital elements

with those computed from the re-sampled stars.

The isotropic cluster prior best reproduces the input orbital element distribution, and specifically it does not yield

biased distributions of i and Ω which are the parameters we are interested in. This is in contrast to the stellar cusp

prior and the uniform acceleration prior. This behavior of the priors was discovered in previous studies (Bartko et al.

2010; Yelda et al. 2014), and both studies tried to de-bias their study by subtracting the mean bias from the density

histogram. Our unbiased prior makes this de-biasing step unnecessary. We conclude that the isotropic cluster prior

correctly maps the input isotropic cluster on a self-similar realization of itself. We therefore achieve a meaningful

null-hypothesis: How different is the observed angular momentum distribution to that of an isotropic cluster.

We note that the isotropic cluster is not the “best” prior to determine the angular momentum distribution of the

young stars in the GC. Given that the presence of at least one star disk is undisputed, a “stellar disk prior” would

be more suited to determine the presence of the disk. Such a prior would however change the null-hypothesis to

“How different is the observed star distribution to the assumed stellar disk?” and is therefore not suited to find new
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Figure 14. Comparison of the histogram of orbital nodes calculated in this work and presented in Figure 10 of Yelda et al.
(2014). We have normalized the histogram to the same minimum and maximum values, see text for details.

kinematic features. Once the determinant of the volume filling factor is determined the construction of such a “disk

prior” is trivial, and follows the method in subsection 3.3, with the suitable changes to Equation 3.

C. DISCREPANCY BETWEEN THE BARTKO ET AL. 2009 AND YELDA ET AL. 2014 WORKS

Both Bartko et al. (2009) (abb. Bartko09) and Yelda et al. (2014) (abb. Yelda14) agree on the presence and

orientation of the clockwise disk, but the significance of the warp is disputed. This is surprising: while Yelda14

presented an improvement in all relevant numbers (number of stars, number of constrained stars, number of determined

orbits) compared to the Bartko09 sample, the improvement is gradual. For example, the total number of young stars

in the sample increased by 18 (from 98 to 116), but the sample includes all 98 young stars from Bartko09.

In the following we try to explain the apparent discrepancy between the works. For this, we use the data set published

in Yelda14, and use exclusively the uniform acceleration prior. We will show that the discrepancy between the work

is not due to error, but is dominated by the different definitions of the significance.

Figure 14 demonstrates that we can reasonably reproduce the Yelda14 results. The histogram has been normalized to

match those of the bounds of the histogram of Yelda14 (Figure 10 in their work) and we use the same colormap and

projection. There is broad agreement between the figure presented in Yelda14 and our reproduction4.

Bartko14 compute the pixel-significance in the same manner as we do:

σpixel =
spixel,obs− < spixel,sim >

RMS(spixel,sim)
(C3)

where spixel,obs stands for the pixel value in the observed histogram and spixel,sim stands for the simulated pixels of the

mock observations. This is based on the standard approach described in Li & Ma (1983). In contrast, Yelda14 use a

peak-significance instead of a pixel-significance:

σpeak =
speak,obs− < speak,sim >

RMS(speak,sim)
(C4)

where speak,obs. stands for the observed peak value of a feature, and speak,sim stands for the respective peak values in

the simulations. In order to account for the biases introduced by the observations and the uniform acceleration prior,

they calculate the peaks in bins of 20◦ in latitude. Figure 15 shows the difference in reported significance between

the two methods for the radial slice ranging from 3.2′′ to 6.5′′. σpeak is much reduced compared to σpixel and we

4 However, minor discrepancies exist. For instance, the faint fea-
ture next to the clockwise disk is more “fuzzy” in our reproduc-
tion. We speculate that this is most likely due to different treat-
ment of unbound stars in the Monte-Carlo simulations, which we
do not re-sample. Further, the strength of the smoothing seems
decreased compared to Yelda14.
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Figure 15. Difference of the between significance using the pixel and peak significance used in Bartko et al. (2009) and Yelda
et al. (2014) for the radial slice ranging from 3.2′′ to 6.5′′. The data used is taken from Yelda et al. (2014), and we use the
uniform acceleration prior.
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Figure 16. Histograms of the highest value of the significance calculated for each mock observation. The black histogram
shows the pixel significances σpixel (Bartko et al. 2009) and blue histogram shows the peak significance σpeak (Yelda et al. 2014),
respectively.

recover the two seemingly competing conclusions found in Bartko09 and Yelda14: Using the pixel significance we find

a significant feature at ∼6σpixel (see Figure 11 of Bartko09). In contrast, using the peak significance is σpeak . 3.

In the following, we explore the differences between the two definitions of the significance. Using a set of 2000 mock

observations of an isotropic cluster resembling our observations, we calculate the feature with the highest significance

for each of the mocks. The histogram of these significances is shown in Figure 16. The peak significance is more

conservative, with the mode of the significance corresponding to ∼2σpeak, while significances of ∼6σpixel are routinely

observed for the pixel significance. Despite this, the histograms are very similar, and seem to be merely shifted

realizations of each other.

This becomes even clearer when plotting the respective peak significance against the pixel significance of each mock

observation (Figure 17). There exists a linear trend between the two definitions (indicated by the trend-line). The

horizontal dashed line indicates the maximum significance σpixel found in the upper panel of Figure 15 (∼5.3σ), and

the vertical line shows the projection onto σpeak = 3 which is consistent with the lower panel of Figure 15.
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Figure 17. 2D histogram of the peak and the pixel sigifcance calculated for 2000 mock observations. The white dots indicate
the individual signifcance values, the thick white line indicates the trend. The horizontal dashed line indicates the peak value
of σpixel found in Figure 15, and the vertical dashed line presents the projection again consistent with the respective σpeak in
Figure 15.

Confidence percentile Corresponding σpixel

68% ∼ 4 σpixel

95% ∼ 7 σpixel

99% ∼ 10 σpixel

99.9% ∼ 18 σpixel

99.99% ∼ 31 σpixel

99.999% ∼ 42 σpixel

Table 3. Confidence percentiles corresponding to σpixel rounded the integer, derived from 100000 mock simulations.

The differences between the two methods are interesting, and it is clear from Figure 17 that the significance σpixel is

inconsistent with confidence ranges associated with Gaussian σ. This is not a new problem, and the difficulty of finding

confidence ranges of Monte Carlo simulations is commonly discussed in other astronomical observations (see for instance

section 4.4 in H.E.S.S. Collaboration et al. (2018) and Stewart (2009)). In order to assess the significance in terms of

confidence levels, we calculate the maximum pixel significance in 100000 mock observations. Deriving the percentiles

of this maximum pixel significance distribution thus allows to estimate probability values up to (p ∼ 99.999%), which

we give in Table 3.

D. POSTERIOR COMBINED DISTRIBUTIONS OF KINEMATIC FEATURES

Figure 18 shows the combined posterior distribution for stars beloning to the respective kinematic features (i.e. with

∆ evidence < 2).

E. UNCERTAINTY ESTIMATION OF THE COMPLETENESS CORRECTION

Because we do not treat the KLF as a probabilistic quantity, we need to propagate the uncertainty of the completeness

correction to the KLF. To estimate the completeness uncertainty we assume that the total number of stars in a given

pointing is Poissonian, and that the determined fraction is binomially distributed. Explicitly, for each pointing and

magnitude bin, the Poisson rate parameter is λ = Ntotal, and the rate parameter of the binomial distribution is
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Figure 18. [

Comparison of the orbital element and Kmag distributions]Comparison of the eccentricity distributions, the semi-major axis
distributions and Kmag distributions of the different kinematic features. The top row includes both the distributions of the
5-D constrained stars (dark green) and the stars with determined orbital solutions (light green) of CW1. CW2 is shown in

light blue, CCW/F1 in purple, F2 in pink and F3 in orange.
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Figure 19. KLF of all young stars with projected radii ranging from 1′′ to 12′′ (black), compared to previously published KLFs
by Bartko et al. (2010) and Do et al. (2013). In order to compare the KLFs, we have normalized the distributions so that the
area under the respective curves up to Kmag = 13 is 1.

p =
Nunclassified(mK)

Ntotal(mK)
. This allows us to draw random samples of the completeness for each pointing and magnitude

bin5:

n samp=100

p=N unclassified/N total

completeness = np.empty(n samp) #Pointing Complete.

n total = np.empty(n samp) #Pointing Total

Poisson = np.random.poisson

Binomial = np.random.binomial

for n in range(n samp):

n total[n] = Poisson(N total , n samp)

completeness[n] = Binomial(n total[n], p)

completeness = 1 − completeness/n total

Our estimate of the completeness is derived in patches, thus there is a perfect correlation of neighbouring pixels within

each patch. We account for this correlation by drawing random samples of patches rather than each pixel. With the so

sampled completeness maps we can compute sampled effective area Aeff,sampled(R1, R2,mK) for each realization. We

determine the uncertainty of the effective area as the standard deviation of the sampled effective area, and calculate

the uncertainty of the KLF using Gaussian error propagation which holds in the limit of many samples:

σKLF = ((|∂KLF/∂Aeff |σAeff)2+

(|∂KLF/∂Nstars,obs|σNstars,obs)
2)1/2,

(E5)

with σNstars,obs =
√
Nstars,obs.

F. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT K-BAND LUMINOSITY FUNCTIONS REPORTED IN PREVIOUS WORKS

We compare the young star KLF binned to projected radii from 1′′ to 12′′ derived here to ones published in Bartko

et al. (2010) and Do et al. (2013) in Figure 19. To compare the three studies we have normalized the curves with

the area under the curve up to magnitude bin Kmag = 13, up to which the sample should be complete in all studies.

The overall agreement between this work and Bartko et al. (2010) is good. While the star sample within 12′′ is

very comparable between this work and Bartko et al. (2009), the way the completeness is derived is fundamentally

different. Furthermore, the number of bright stars in the brightest bin has decreased, which is due to refined magnitude

measurements which are typically lower than the ones reported in Bartko et al. (2010). The discrepancy of the KLF

reported by Do et al. (2013) and Bartko et al. (2010) consequently remains.

5 Code snippet in Python.
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Figure 20. Similar to Figure 11, but including the combined KLF of the S-star and the CW disk. As in Figure 11 and Figure 19
the KLFs have been normalized to make them comparable, see text for details.
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Figure 21. Like figure Figure 5 for the central arcsecond, plotted in linear scale. The color scale is truncated at 10σpixle which
corresponds to a p-value of ∼ 99%.

G. K-BAND LUMINOSITY FUNCTION OF THE CENTRAL REGION

The scenario proposed by Chen & Amaro-Seoane (2014) connects the dynamically distinct S-star cluster to the

young stars in the clockwise disk. There is no commonly accepted definition of S-stars, and typically the term also

refers to central old stars. Here we define as an S-stars as young stars within 0.8′′. Since the central region is populated

by stars typically fainter than Kmag = 14, including these stars in the K-band luminosity function of the CW disk

alters the KLF. Figure 20 displays the derived KLF, and compares it to the other KLFs reported in Figure 11. If the

S-stars and CW disk indeed form a common structure, their KLF is less top heavy. We caution however that in such a

scenario the KLF is not a direct tracer of the initial mass function. In the Chen & Amaro-Seoane (2014) scenario large

stars are rapidly destroyed and thus do not appear in the star count. Further, this raises the question of including the

other dynamical features and the other young stars not associated with any feature.

H. ANISTROPY IN THE CENTRAL ARCSECOND

Ali et al. (2020) report an apparent overdensity in the inclination of the orbits of the early and late type stars in the

central arcsecond. Figure 21 shows the significance of the overdensity of the angular momentum distribution of the

young stars studied in this paper. No significant overdensity is discernible other than the inner onset of the clockwise

disk is apparent. This result entails two caveats: compared to Ali et al. (2020) we do not include late type stars, and

the significance is calculated based on the comparison against an isotropic cluster, which also entails constraints on all

orbital elements.

I. TABLES: YOUNG STARS WITH ORBITS
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MPEPau.UCLA a σa e σe i σi Ω σΩ ω σω P σP t0 σt0

[as] [as] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦] [◦] [yr] [yr] [yr] [yr]

S18 0.28 0.01 0.24 0.01 107.18 0.6 51.23 0.37 3.5 5.45 54.12 3.41 1989.75 0.74

S13 E3 S0-20 0.26>0.010.43>0.01 22.96 0.12 74.05 0.55245.860.77 49.51 0.15 2004.89 0.01

S9 E9 S0-5 0.27>0.010.64>0.01 82.63 0.11156.180.05153.220.45 50.93 0.52 1977.35 0.4

S4 E6 S0-3 0.35>0.01 0.4 >0.01 80.3 0.05 258.8 0.04293.66 0.9 75.26 0.71 1959.39 0.73

S175 0.37 0.01 0.98 0.01 87.83 0.19325.990.27 68.14 0.14 81.76 2.21 2009.51>0.01

S14 E2 0.3 >0.010.99>0.01105.270.89222.920.67 330.5 0.54 60.76 0.53 2000.32 0.03

S60 0.41 0.01 0.7 0.01 124.870.55168.311.65 25.8 1.04 95.07 5.16 2024.8 0.27

S12 E5 S0-19 0.3 >0.010.89>0.01 33.59 0.32231.090.96316.940.83 59.06 0.13 1995.58 0.03

S31 E7 S0-8 0.44>0.010.56>0.01109.570.04137.390.05311.380.31 104.92 0.34 2018.16 0.01

S8 E10 S0-4 0.4 >0.010.81>0.01 74.19 0.24315.150.14347.420.29 92.08 0.35 1983.95 0.19

S29 0.39>0.010.97>0.01144.111.37 6.26 1.99205.081.85 89.85 0.7 2021.43 0.02

S1 E4 S0-1 0.61 0.01 0.57 0.01 119.190.09342.320.13122.980.52 174.78 3.63 2001.79 0.07

S19 0.59 0.02 0.78 0.02 71.76 0.08344.940.15158.67 0.4 165.66 10.38 2005.64 0.03

S33 0.75 0.01 0.54 0.01 64.35 0.86 99.28 2.04299.961.88 236.01 6.22 1904.31 8.04

S42 0.38 0.01 0.75 0.01 39.85 0.18319.291.88 42.63 1.14 84.42 2.25 2022.59 0.08

S67 E15 S1-3 1.16 0.01 0.27 0.01 135.660.48 95.9 3.04208.750.81 453.13 6.77 1685.57 10.92

S71 0.98 0.01 0.9 0.01 74.18 0.13 34.84 0.29338.961.19 354.7 3.65 1686.51 3.86

S66 E17 S1-2 1.37 0.02 0.14 0.02 131.64 0.5 92.87 2.12121.658.01 583.93 14.64 1774.34 21.17

S96 E20 S1-11 1.56 0.03 0.13 0.03 126.140.46115.640.36 234.1 1.9 710.53 20.48 1623.76 8.99

S91 1.91 0.07 0.34 0.07 115.630.24110.070.18344.370.65 957.92 52.64 1075.96 52.77

S83 E16 S0-15 1.18>0.010.17>0.01129.950.05 97.04 0.2 188.270.02 464.74 0.88 2022.31 0.49

R14 E22 S1-14 2.78 0.08 0.44 0.08 118.860.25113.280.76 158.8 1.171659.39 73.8 3510.03 74.77

S97 E23 S1-16 2.41 0.38 0.37 0.38 113.6 1.03112.670.99 24.61 9.261360.81 325.27 2125.26 19.9

R44 S2-21 4.97 0.48 0.39 0.48 127.851.11 85.3 1.72218.21 3.1 3964.44 576.82 1934.91 13.95

S87 E21 S1-12 4.14 0.03 0.36 0.03 115.27 0.2 106.640.84305.555.763059.27 29.16 -877.69 40.06

S2 E1 0.12>0.010.88>0.01134.680.03228.170.03 66.26 0.03 16.05 >0.01 2018.38>0.01

R34 1.85 0.02 0.61 0.02 136.940.36 333 1.37 58.88 0.88 902.73 13.67 1506.63 9.97

S22 1.06 0.02 0.39 0.02 107.7 0.12291.010.14 84.69 1.98 398.26 10.27 1991.82 0.85

S6 E11 S0-7 0.65 0.01 0.85 0.01 87.5 0.07 84.46 0.13117.360.51 190.3 3.14 2111.16 1.85

R85 E56 I.34W 6.59 1.7 0.34 1.7 128.272.87110.771.03181.052.386055.992343.352019.38 31.46

R70 E54 S4-36 3.48 0.01 0.35 0.01 147.270.18115.550.98 43.19 1.8 2326.65 12.68 3667.56 16.75

R1 E29 S2-7 2.63 0.06 0.53 0.06 125.090.32117.281.52243.871.171523.25 50.46 4005.64 45.51

S5 E8 S0-26 0.53 0.01 0.72 0.01 115.960.37128.580.81271.99 0.4 140.03 3.4 1954.49 1.41

S72 E18 S1-8 2.2 0.05 0.33 0.05 119.180.36316.040.64205.091.971184.02 41.41 1055.3 41.4

R39 E40 S3-5 3.22 1.46 0.01 1.46 122.238.07107.050.05359.994.712067.221403.782054.44 27.1

R30 E32 S2-15 6.36 0.14 0.61 0.14 113.020.38 94.51 1.49 12.33 1.745739.49 184.24 2242.8 7.55

Table 4. Stars with determined orbital solutions. Pau. abbreviates
Paumard et al. (2006)

J. TABLES: YOUNG STARS WITHOUT ORBITS

Figure 22 indicates the young stars projected location and the reference number given in table Table 5.

Tri. Pau. UCLA Alt. Kmag R Sou. R.A. σR.A. Dec. σDec. vR.A. σvR.A. vDec. σvDec. vz σvz

# ID ID ID names [′′] vLSR [′′] [mas] [′′] [mas] [km/s][km/s][km/s][km/s][km/s][km/s]

0 41 S7-216 I.6W 10.9 7.9 t.w. -7.73607 0.13 1.39504 0.18 87.5 1.7 202.2 2.8 71.0 36.9

1 163 E35 S2-16 I.29 12.3 2.3 Pau. -1.00111 0.09 2.06472 0.07 -349.2 0.6 -48.9 0.4 -98.1 68.5

NE1

2 283 E36 S2-19 12.7 2.3 Pau. 0.44190 0.08 2.29963 0.09 -319.9 0.4 26.0 0.5 41.2 18.8
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Figure 22. [

Lookup map of young stars]Lookup map of young stars without accelerations: Young stars used in this study. The number
indicated next to star corresponds to the row index in column # in Table 5.
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3 571 S3-17 13.5 3.2 MPE -1.41736 0.64 2.84290 0.33 256.3 9.3 60.6 4.9 -67.4 50.7

4 387 E38 S2-74 R46 13.2 2.8 Pau. 0.18116 0.09 2.76872 0.09 -341.6 0.5 36.6 0.4 35.2 22.8

5 349 E61 I.34NW 13.2 4.7 Pau. -3.75269 0.14 2.83748 0.15 -213.2 2.3 -159.9 1.8 -151.4 29.8

6 149 S6-89 12.0 6.2 Pau. 5.44076 0.13 3.02582 0.13 98.1 1.9 -246.2 1.9 -128.5 67.2

7 238 12.5 11.4 t.w. 10.88630 0.17 3.25710 0.12 -64.8 2.3 -110.7 1.7 -130.7 28.1

8 640 E44 S3-25 R81 13.8 3.3 MPE 1.46037 0.13 2.94958 0.12 -278.8 0.6 9.8 0.7 -85.7 27.3

9 276 E59 I.7SE I.7SE 13.1 4.6 Pau. 2.95516 0.14 3.46359 0.12 225.8 0.9 -0.6 0.7 -151.9 96.6

R60

10 256 S7-236 12.7 7.9 t.w. -7.08677 0.12 3.59196 0.12 -92.7 1.9 -174.1 1.5 -90.6 73.9

11 496 E52 S3-331 13.6 3.8 t.w. -1.24685 0.13 3.63401 0.12 227.5 1.5 158.0 1.7 -154.3 42.7

12 566 13.7 8.9 t.w. -7.82635 0.27 4.20889 0.28 14.8 6.3 167.7 6.1 -135.0 53.8

13 289 E85 S10-7 12.6 10.7 t.w. 9.71444 0.08 4.42600 0.13 -21.6 1.2 -158.5 2.0 -147.6 40.3

14 412 S5-235 13.2 5.3 t.w. 2.78624 0.12 4.55223 0.15 -41.0 1.6 -154.8 2.0 -66.5 51.3

15 124 E62 S4-364 R67 12.1 5.0 t.w. 2.19868 0.11 4.48614 0.10 243.7 0.7 -103.4 0.6 -150.9 36.5

16 327 E70 S6-93 I.7E1 12.7 6.7 Pau. 4.44120 0.15 4.96573 0.13 183.8 6.0 -46.6 5.2 -82.2 86.4

(ESE)

17 228 E66 S6-90 I.7SW 12.4 6.3 Pau. -3.95089 0.14 4.92088 0.17 6.5 2.1 -138.3 2.5 -348.9 53.5

18 194 12.1 8.7 t.w. 6.94696 0.21 5.20279 0.14 124.7 2.3 -112.6 2.1 -216.6 44.3

19 72 I.10W I.10W 11.0 8.3 t.w. 6.50133 0.55 5.14416 0.49 -39.5 17.7 191.3 20.6 -164.4 53.6

20 141 11.9 5.9 Pau. 0.89591 0.13 5.80990 0.12 -97.8 1.9 125.5 1.8 -498.2 20.9

21 426 E68 S6-95 I.7W 13.3 6.5 Pau. -2.42612 0.14 5.99296 0.13 187.5 4.6 5.6 3.6 -300.4 113.4

22 982 14.5 7.6 t.w. -4.71018 0.12 5.98147 0.16 66.0 1.7 168.9 2.4 -74.1 74.2

MPE

23 1075 14.8 7.0 t.w. -3.12104 0.20 6.22993 0.22 -12.9 3.8 -146.7 4.2 -230.6 44.0

24 6039 E71 S6-100 13.8 6.7 Pau. 1.57264 0.33 6.50982 0.55 -193.6 6.7 105.6 11.0 -282.5 153.7

25 438 S7-19 13.3 7.5 t.w. -3.79957 0.14 6.49040 0.13 198.3 2.1 110.3 1.7 -51.8 52.8

MPE

26 145 E90 11.6 12.8 Pau. 10.89210 0.12 6.66659 0.22 7.2 1.7 -1.2 2.9 -192.0 39.0

27 667 13.7 9.8 t.w. 7.03130 0.18 6.81468 0.23 -112.3 4.4 -82.9 5.2 -199.7 78.3

28 563 13.7 7.1 t.w. 1.23737 0.21 6.95135 0.19 -86.4 2.7 -141.5 3.4 -131.2 43.7

29 462 S7-20 13.4 7.9 t.w. -3.70753 0.11 6.93792 0.12 193.1 1.5 90.3 1.5 -18.9 54.0

MPE

30 117 E73 S7-10 11.6 7.7 t.w. -1.09174 0.09 7.63062 0.08 -176.7 1.3 -93.2 1.3 -143.5 30.8

31 450 S8-15 13.2 8.2 Yel. -1.59329 0.12 8.03911 0.09 -114.9 3.9 -122.8 3.7 -9.2 49.7

32 6293 13.3 12.2 t.w. 9.17849 0.83 8.07686 0.80 84.6 52.9 19.4 18.7 -148.9 48.9

33 1050 14.4 14.1 t.w. 11.34287 0.19 8.44936 0.25 42.8 2.3 -57.1 3.2 -50.9 92.2

34 69 E75 S8-4 11.1 8.5 t.w. -0.01747 0.10 8.54243 0.07 -30.8 5.5 132.1 6.5 -209.0 54.4

35 425 S9-13 13.2 9.3 t.w. -3.02305 0.15 8.80299 0.12 103.7 1.9 113.8 1.8 -97.9 78.3

36 628 E77 S9-23 13.6 9.2 t.w. -1.27069 0.15 9.14331 0.17 -94.3 2.1 -108.4 2.1 -218.9 103.3

37 892 14.1 13.3 t.w. 9.47072 0.29 9.27860 0.32 103.6 4.1 30.0 4.5 -133.1 41.8

38 6053 13.8 14.4 t.w. 10.94691 0.10 9.41759 0.22 92.2 17.8 0.2 0.3 -206.0 60.6

39 1077 14.7 11.9 t.w. -7.00140 0.22 9.66195 0.15 11.9 4.4 -198.5 3.6 242.8 69.8

40 191 E83 S10-5 I.15SW 12.0 10.2 Pau. -1.57109 0.14 10.03093 0.12 -53.1 2.4 -74.4 1.5 -171.9 63.4

41 110 E84 S10-4 11.3 10.2 t.w. 0.08287 0.11 10.24086 0.09 -79.7 1.7 31.9 1.3 -278.3 38.9

42 6049 13.8 12.1 t.w. 5.80365 0.73 10.59286 0.56 55.3 13.5 137.6 11.0 59.9 28.0

43 599 13.0 16.8 t.w. 12.89808 0.68 10.69651 0.20 -9.9 13.1 27.2 4.2 -356.0 103.4

44 6038 E86 S10-48 15.1 10.7 Pau. -0.54099 0.25 10.72329 0.10 55.0 5.7 18.9 2.3 -208.1 49.6

Yel.

45 6042 14.7 20.9MPE 17.54567 0.43 11.36067 0.25 -75.6 8.9 -82.3 5.2 -20.3 51.6

46 153 E88 S11-5 I.15NE 11.7 11.8 Pau. 1.36917 0.12 11.67842 0.13 -26.7 1.8 73.3 2.0 -63.1 40.0
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47 6055 E89 14.4 12.3 t.w. -0.00571 0.16 12.27541 0.52 94.7 3.7 21.2 8.9 -87.2 71.1

MPE

48 392 12.8 20.4 t.w. 15.79520 0.32 12.87517 0.37 68.7 6.0 100.7 6.9 10.4 44.3

49 797 13.9 19.4 t.w. 13.09939 0.27 14.29659 0.31 14.5 4.0 37.6 3.8 -61.4 58.0

MPE

50 2158 15.4 17.3 t.w. 7.89660 0.40 15.37209 0.49 -97.3 8.5 -66.3 9.7 -208.8 90.3

51 1029 14.4 16.7 t.w. 4.44112 0.25 16.12724 0.25 -49.0 5.1 -56.4 5.2 -136.4 45.3

52 10007 out.-1 12.0 28.8 Yel. 21.61571 131.45 19.01698 116.22 69.4 5.4 37.5 4.7 -55.0 47.0

53 6059 out.-2 14.9 22.4 Yel. -6.04643 3.93 21.59581 3.77 87.9 10.4 85.7 11.3 0.6 55.1

54 6045 E48 I.13E4 11.8 3.5 Pau. -3.21112 0.09 -1.40829 0.29 -231.3 1.7 23.7 5.0 63.6 75.5

55 2794 15.4 14.4 t.w. 10.69713 0.26 9.58150 0.36 -36.0 3.7 36.4 4.8 -206.3 37.0

56 4002 15.8 24.8 t.w. 16.44464 0.70 18.58738 1.10 11.1 10.0 -97.2 14.8 -99.3 148.4

57 1519 15.1 10.1 t.w. 7.77190 0.28 6.41182 0.21 40.0 5.2 126.9 3.8 -200.2 61.7

58 999 14.7 8.4 t.w. 4.34736 0.81 -7.23252 0.25 -33.4 26.3 -150.4 7.7 209.4 105.2

MPE

59 1928 15.4 11.2 t.w. -0.14564 0.16 -11.24421 0.43 -43.2 2.3 100.7 6.1 121.2 53.9

MPE

60 3221 15.9 11.2 t.w. 4.73808 0.27 10.11947 0.15 94.3 3.9 133.3 2.2 -34.2 61.0

61 505 E87 S11-21 13.5 11.2 t.w. 2.56980 0.14 10.94189 0.15 -81.9 2.0 -103.5 2.2 -199.4 48.7

62 1984 15.4 9.3 t.w. -5.60366 0.22 -7.38477 0.20 114.0 3.1 77.6 2.5 181.6 66.9

63 5027 16.7 21.2 t.w. 17.34700 0.51 12.11384 0.60 67.6 6.7 66.3 8.7 -58.3 45.0

64 3636 15.8 20.7 t.w. 17.56689 0.87 10.85727 0.86 52.9 30.0 30.6 36.8 -58.0 41.3

65 1697 15.4 8.7 t.w. -4.79071 0.39 -7.23401 0.41 83.9 9.4 -166.9 9.3 146.7 103.1

66 2054 15.4 5.6 t.w. -5.63960 0.42 -0.07162 0.41 124.8 10.0 97.6 9.2 40.0 92.5

67 172 S7-228 12.0 7.9 t.w. -7.74674 0.12 1.68575 0.19 102.6 1.6 87.6 2.5 159.1 53.6

MPE

68 924 14.3 15.2 t.w. -10.83416 0.35 -10.59268 0.22 21.6 10.2 -25.1 6.0 150.8 31.5

69 4273 16.6 11.6 t.w. 4.88054 0.48 10.53533 0.43 85.2 12.0 72.6 10.2 -207.1 147.0

70 32 E46 I.13E1 10.7 3.4 t.w. -2.95920 0.28 -1.64916 0.14 -139.4 3.5 -107.1 1.7 34.9 29.6

71 164 E28 S2-4 I.16 12.3 2.1 Yel. 1.47277 0.06 -1.47447 0.06 313.8 0.4 103.0 0.4 208.2 27.8

SSE2

72 10005 S2-50 15.3 2.3 Yel. 1.70018 0.16 -1.50870 0.13 78.1 2.2 66.0 1.4 -52.1 112.3

73 1307 S3-3 15.1 3.1 Yel. 3.08004 0.22 -0.65759 0.33 134.5 3.7 152.6 5.3 45.4 29.4

74 385 S1-1 R6 13.5 1.0 Gil. 1.04560 6.27 0.03311 5.97 227.1 0.2 44.6 0.4 536.0 0.0

75 6082 S93 15.4 1.1 Gil. 1.07884 0.12 0.16520 0.16 -114.7 1.5 -94.6 2.2 159.1 28.7

76 1342 E13 S0-31 15.4 0.7 Gil. 0.56887 10.21 0.44755 11.12 247.2 0.6 34.4 0.5 -262.7 100.1

77 1333 E12 S0-11 15.6 0.5 Gil. 0.49518 11.49 -0.06380 13.57 -140.5 0.4 -110.2 0.4 -41.6 67.0

78 832 S0-9 14.7 0.6 Gil. 0.22690 14.66 -0.60635 12.81 345.3 0.3 -210.7 0.3 156.7 54.1

79 6077 17.9 0.4 Gil. 0.19781 32.36 0.29388 32.32 299.1 9.8 -321.6 19.0 270.5 68.7

80 6084 S1-33 15.1 1.2 Yel. -1.23863 0.10 -0.03386 0.09 -11.2 0.6 192.7 0.5 3.2 16.6

81 10006 S2-58 14.0 2.5 Yel. 2.15342 1.66 -1.17055 2.62 -28.1 0.8 255.1 1.2 61.9 31.3

82 6296 S3-314 15.5 3.8 Yel. 3.83020 1.79 -0.12036 2.31 118.9 1.2 160.2 1.3 13.3 18.2

83 178 S3-2 12.2 3.1 Yel. 3.06459 0.10 0.54448 0.10 160.6 0.7 30.4 0.8 -447.2 22.9

84 388 S5-237 13.2 5.6 Yel. 5.50480 0.19 0.98012 0.33 -59.4 3.3 244.6 4.7 34.5 16.1

85 469 E57 S4-169 13.5 4.4 Pau. 4.42516 0.12 0.25988 0.11 -106.7 1.8 150.6 1.8 -84.2 50.6

t.w.

86 519 E72 S6-82 13.6 6.7 Pau. 6.71581 0.21 -0.48061 0.34 60.2 3.5 209.3 5.9 91.0 102.7

87 4862 16.7 14.5 t.w. 9.96849 0.28 10.50405 0.45 43.8 9.4 64.3 10.6 -52.2 152.4

MPE

88 1282 S2-76 15.2 2.8 Yel. -0.23156 0.24 2.80308 0.23 14.2 3.4 41.7 2.6 -18.9 69.6
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89 229 12.7 11.4 t.w. 1.58128 0.10 -11.28210 0.16 -41.2 1.6 -18.0 2.4 162.4 67.4

90 497 13.7 10.2 t.w. 0.99022 0.11 -10.13985 0.14 -91.1 1.8 -115.5 2.0 55.1 70.9

91 634 13.9 14.5 t.w. -10.63798 0.32 -9.84287 0.21 -62.2 12.7 89.3 5.6 100.0 38.8

92 78 11.4 9.4 t.w. 0.75508 0.11 -9.33208 0.11 58.6 1.4 61.3 1.4 195.7 50.1

93 96 E80 S9-9 I.9SE 11.8 9.9 Pau. 5.65695 0.15 -8.18150 0.19 -52.1 2.0 -67.0 2.6 119.5 106.1

94 6040 E76 S9-20 I.9SW 13.2 9.1 Pau. 4.30397 0.32 -8.03425 0.38 84.7 6.8 42.5 9.9 191.1 66.5

95 157 S8-7 12.1 8.3 t.w. -3.69044 0.18 -7.42071 0.17 186.3 3.6 -21.2 2.7 60.0 30.2

96 243 S7-16 12.7 7.4 t.w. 1.62069 0.11 -7.24675 0.12 75.5 1.8 143.6 2.3 135.4 74.7

97 6295 12.1 8.8 t.w. 5.25694 0.34 -7.07123 0.30 8.0 6.7 36.7 6.3 207.0 107.2

98 63 E79 S9-114 AF 11.0 9.5 t.w. -6.50895 0.17 -6.90214 0.27 101.0 2.8 60.8 4.6 155.7 50.2

99 71 E69 S6-63 11.4 6.6 t.w. 1.84516 0.13 -6.31453 0.11 227.7 2.1 60.0 3.4 140.8 39.7

100 210 12.3 8.0 t.w. 5.40038 0.20 -5.95261 0.19 -137.6 3.1 -104.7 2.6 -16.6 52.0

101 619 13.6 16.7 t.w. 15.63094 0.28 -5.86463 0.23 254.2 8.3 151.8 5.6 -83.3 88.9

102 73 11.2 10.6 t.w. -8.92005 0.15 -5.74358 0.14 107.2 2.0 59.6 2.1 111.9 18.8

103 169 E65 I.9W I.9W 12.1 6.3 Pau. 2.87892 0.12 -5.60405 0.15 204.2 1.9 136.5 2.1 136.9 67.1

104 423 S5-187 S5-187 13.2 5.8 t.w. -1.70504 0.14 -5.53100 0.16 -33.5 1.9 -155.9 2.4 10.4 52.8

105 371 13.0 6.8 t.w. -3.93026 0.73 -5.54228 0.44 234.8 9.6 -155.5 7.4 38.7 47.6

106 183 12.2 7.4 t.w. 4.85346 0.17 -5.54619 0.14 86.6 1.9 208.5 1.9 19.4 55.8

MPE

107 364 13.1 7.8 t.w. -5.51646 0.20 -5.56841 0.20 -18.4 4.1 196.4 4.3 57.5 46.4

108 6041 E82 S10-136 13.2 10.1 Pau. -8.61883 0.24 -5.31270 0.40 -80.1 4.6 139.5 9.3 -72.1 72.7

109 310 S5-191 12.9 5.8 t.w. 3.18965 0.19 -4.86952 0.16 -55.2 2.4 -141.3 1.9 107.0 38.5

110 218 E55 S4-71 R75 12.6 4.1 t.w. 0.77398 0.06 -4.06227 0.07 3.4 0.4 -174.5 0.4 63.6 50.8

111 914 S4-196 14.4 4.5 t.w. 2.22522 0.30 -3.93992 0.29 199.3 4.3 150.6 4.4 -27.8 115.0

112 136 E74 S8-181 AF NW 11.9 8.4 Pau. -7.61325 0.12 -3.58604 0.15 -67.6 5.7 -141.5 3.1 54.6 73.5

113 112 S5-183 S5-183 11.6 5.8 t.w. 4.61476 0.13 -3.43525 0.15 -179.5 1.6 -78.0 2.0 -187.0 39.1

114 247 12.4 9.5 t.w. -8.87355 0.11 -3.44397 0.14 -121.9 1.5 -74.3 2.6 67.6 52.6

MPE

115 313 S9-143 12.8 9.0 t.w. -8.36240 0.12 -3.35608 0.13 24.5 1.7 -121.3 2.0 190.8 96.9

116 -1 S10-50 14.7 10.1 Yel. 9.54824 408.36 -3.18128 307.07 -19.0 7.8 -149.5 6.4 88.5 87.4

117 18 E41 I.33E I.33E, 11.0 3.2 Pau. 0.66176 0.06 -3.12562 0.07 261.5 0.4 -55.0 0.4 169.7 20.5

R54

118 383 13.2 11.2MPE-10.71378 0.11 -3.09565 0.15 -9.4 1.8 133.7 2.3 169.9 47.6

119 237 E47 S3-30 R42 12.6 3.4 t.w. 1.67000 0.07 -2.96310 0.05 -31.3 0.5 151.8 0.3 31.9 54.9

120 221 E53 S3-374 R64 12.7 3.9 Pau. -2.74767 0.11 -2.82012 0.10 -19.4 0.6 -171.5 0.6 17.8 22.2

121 265 S8-196 12.6 8.6 t.w. -8.08601 0.13 -2.90700 0.10 30.6 3.3 -64.7 3.7 208.9 49.6

122 6051 E43 S3-19 12.0 3.2 Pau. -1.58166 0.15 -2.78548 0.09 287.5 4.6 -66.9 3.0 -122.5 47.2

123 6627 S7-30 S7-30 14.0 7.0 t.w. 6.47995 2.09 -2.67962 2.46 -101.1 7.3 -127.6 5.4 -27.4 48.9

124 578 S5-34 13.7 5.1 t.w. -4.31319 0.35 -2.71983 0.82 -135.7 7.4 -125.1 16.2 18.6 78.7

125 320 E81 S9-283 AFN 12.8 9.9 Pau. -9.60670 0.20 -2.55478 0.15 64.6 2.6 -50.4 2.4 37.6 72.1

WNW

126 6044 15.0 6.4 t.w. -5.83611 0.24 -2.53867 0.22 -131.2 7.2 51.3 7.0 239.3 21.0

127 64 E33 S2-13 I.33N 11.7 2.2 t.w. -0.04844 0.06 -2.19802 0.09 135.8 0.4 -236.0 0.6 39.0 45.1

128 231 E45 S3-26 12.7 3.3 Yel. -2.60948 0.08 -2.08260 0.08 224.4 0.5 52.4 0.5 60.1 30.3

12910006 S4-262 16.8 4.7 Yel. 4.29051 26.47 -1.91401 22.00 -48.3 1.2 -196.0 2.1 39.9 57.9

130 30 E34 S2-17 11.2 2.3 t.w. 1.28217 0.06 -1.87551 0.06 354.3 0.3 -14.7 0.4 64.5 43.5

MPE

131 353 S6-96 S6-96 13.0 6.4 t.w. -6.04464 0.25 -1.95065 0.39 -24.9 3.5 283.3 4.9 -20.1 51.9

MPE

132 956 S10-32 S10-32 14.5 10.3 t.w. 10.19469 0.15 -1.71080 0.14 110.9 1.7 150.5 2.3 214.8 73.6
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133 94 E26 S1-24 I.16SSW 11.8 1.8 t.w. 0.72112 0.08 -1.60515 0.07 97.9 0.4 -258.3 0.4 153.5 40.3

134 34 E51 I.13E2 I.13E2 10.8 3.6 Fritz -3.17210 0.14 -1.73202 0.25 -247.8 2.2 20.6 4.2 63.0 30.9

135 6046 E58 S7-180 I.3E 13.5 7.5 t.w. -7.34555 0.22 -1.65065 0.27 -121.5 2.9 -32.9 3.5 103.5 38.3

136 362 E60 S4-258 12.4 4.7 Pau. -4.37896 0.14 -1.63966 0.13 -168.8 2.0 61.4 2.0 320.4 77.7

137 132 E30 S2-6 I.16SSE1 12.3 2.1 Pau. 1.60887 0.05 -1.34653 0.06 306.2 0.4 72.5 0.4 179.9 25.5

R29 Yel.

138 386 S5-236 S5-236 13.3 5.7 t.w. -5.55408 0.15 -1.29457 0.10 195.9 2.4 47.7 1.8 142.8 52.0

139 174 E50 S3-10 I.16SE3 12.3 3.5 Pau. 3.34664 0.16 -1.13914 0.08 -22.1 1.0 198.4 0.5 306.0 60.3

R79

140 928 E42 S3-96 14.3 3.2 Yel. -3.13110 0.38 -0.66042 0.40 -33.9 5.7 207.4 6.1 41.8 45.1

141 266 E25 S1-22 W14 12.9 1.7 t.w. -1.62041 0.07 -0.49944 0.04 310.8 0.4 -133.4 0.3 -293.6 95.9

142 562 E14 S0-14 R13 W9 14.0 0.8 Gil. -0.75405 10.06 -0.28714 8.63 94.2 0.2 -58.9 0.2 -57.0 22.4

143 324 S2-22 R34 13.0 2.3 t.w. 2.31737 0.07 -0.24924 0.07 -66.3 0.9 232.8 1.0 91.4 43.6

144 1210 14.5 4.0 t.w. -3.97965 0.21 -0.07189 0.30 29.8 3.3 -8.0 4.1 -71.6 68.6

MPE

145 186 E64 S5-231 12.0 5.8 t.w. 5.81326 0.35 0.08010 0.30 3.0 4.8 197.6 4.3 28.3 81.0

MPE

146 644 S7-161 S7-161 13.7 7.4 t.w. -7.36747 0.12 0.05917 0.16 -72.3 2.2 -147.2 2.8 -31.6 76.2

147 396 E24 S1-21 W7 13.5 1.6 Yel. -1.64325 0.05 0.10190 0.06 161.1 0.6 -219.9 0.9 -25.9 69.5

148 6080 15.7 1.1 MPE -1.03195 0.69 0.21609 0.53 5.0 5.9 -183.9 4.9 -343.3 108.4

149 287 E78 S9-1 PMM20 12.8 9.5 Pau. 9.45792 0.10 0.27966 0.12 -98.2 1.5 -108.5 1.6 -214.6 113.8

01B1b

150 58 E67 S6-81 I.1E 11.1 6.4 t.w. 6.36728 0.21 0.25059 0.18 -104.9 7.2 187.7 4.4 9.9 29.4

151 1182 15.0 6.7 t.w. -6.69250 0.18 0.50257 0.18 -114.3 2.3 -203.9 2.3 152.5 97.7

MPE

152 37 E27 S2-9 I.16CC 11.2 2.1 Pau. 2.00265 0.13 0.55329 0.07 -75.6 1.4 244.4 1.1 246.2 29.8

153 52 E63 I.1W I.1W 9.3 5.3 Pau. 5.26254 0.65 0.60162 0.72 -112.6 10.5 315.0 10.5 45.1 47.7

154 2 E39 I.16NE I.16NE 9.2 3.1 Pau. 2.88734 0.24 0.99219 0.21 108.3 3.3 -356.7 2.8 -9.4 21.9

155 297 12.8 9.5 t.w. 9.44270 0.18 1.03930 0.26 52.2 3.2 -50.5 5.9 -251.9 37.4

156 16 E19 S1-9 R3 11.0 1.2 Gil. 0.08387 9.86 1.21967 10.09 236.2 0.3 26.8 0.3 -14.9 15.4

I.16NW

157 22 E31 S2-10 I.29N 11.0 2.1 Pau. -1.58471 0.13 1.41130 0.13 186.0 0.7 -233.2 0.9 -189.5 94.8

158 691 S3-190 S3-190 14.1 3.5 Yel. -3.16372 0.09 1.43188 0.13 -118.4 0.6 -127.1 0.7 -249.8 89.4

Table 5. Young stars with out determined orbital solutions. Radial
velocities determined in this work are annotated with this work – t.w.,
Trippe et al. (2008) is abbreviated Tri., Paumard et al. (2006) as Pau.,
Gillessen et al. (2017) as Gil., Yelda et al. (2014) as Yel. IRS stars are
abbreviated as I.

K. TABLES: PROPERTIES OF STARS CONSISTENT WITH BELONGING TO ANGULAR MOMENTUM

OVERDENSITIES

Delta Evidence MPE Mag Orbit Paumard R UCLA index

1.23236 S31 15.85 yes E7 0.140883 S0-8 8.0

0.284251 S67 12.35 yes E15 0.785569 S1-3 15.0

0.257495 S66 14.80 yes E17 0.91267 S1-2 17.0

0.111609 S96 10.75 yes E20 1.01648 S1-11 18.0

0.151909 S91 12.72 yes 1.24012 19.0

0.156153 S83 13.73 yes E16 0.970887 S0-15 20.0

0.122042 R14 13.2434 yes E22 1.49567 S1-14 21.0
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0.229224 S97 10.83 yes E23 1.20495 S1-16 22.0

0.431062 R44 13.56 yes 2.39507 S2-21 23.0

0.150007 S87 14.23 yes E21 1.88273 S1-12 24.0

0.0788419 R85 11.95 yes E56 3.14758 IRS34W 29.0

0.130773 R1 14.05 yes E29 0.802778 S2-7 31.0

0.569367 S5 15.37 yes E8 0.0669288 S0-26 32.0

0.127589 R39 12.21 yes E40 1.77438 S3-5 34.0

0.359158 R30 11.58 yes E32 2.42514 S2-15 35.0

1.21663 12.26 no E35 2.29462 S2-16 NaN

1.30642 12.70 no E36 2.34171 S2-19 NaN

1.21927 13.18 no E38 2.77465 S2-74 NaN

1.29563 13.22 no E61 4.70471 NaN

1.14487 13.81 no E44 3.29133 S3-25 NaN

1.42171 14.78 no 6.96803 NaN

1.02538 12.31 no E28 2.08402 S2-4 NaN

1.77592 S11 14.7349 no 0.647205 S0-9 NaN

1.34486 13.25 no E76 9.11443 S9-20 NaN

1.08638 12.0764 no 8.28775 S8-7 NaN

1.99746 12.1135 no 8.81132 NaN

1.15591 10.96 no E41 3.19491 NaN

1.32925 12.0253 no E43 3.20321 S3-19 NaN

1.98846 12.73 no E45 3.33866 S3-26 NaN

1.17552 11.24 no E34 2.27189 S2-17 NaN

0.816577 14.47 no 10.3372 S10-32 NaN

1.02802 12.27 no E30 2.09801 S2-6 NaN

0.752306 12.34 no E50 3.53519 S3-10 NaN

1.13523 12.86 no E25 1.69564 S1-22 NaN

1.72061 15.70 no 1.05415 NaN

1.25565 11.16 no E27 2.07763 S2-9 NaN

1.07359 14.06 no 3.47266 S3-190 NaN

Table 6. Stars consistent with belonging to the clockwise disk.

index MPE UCLA Paumard Mag R Delta Evidence Orbit

7 S12 S0-19 E5 15.48 0.0306114 0.869801 yes

0 S7-216 10.8521 7.86087 1.48128 no

3 S3-17 13.49 3.17676 1.42991 no

6 S6-89 11.95 6.22556 1.91016 no

9 E59 13.14 4.55295 1.25763 no

11 S3-331 E52 13.60 3.84197 1.38002 no

13 S10-7 E85 12.59 10.6752 0.850875 no

15 S4-364 E62 12.14 4.99596 1.4844 no

16 S6-93 E70 12.74 6.66203 1.9463 no

18 12.14 8.67924 0.476479 no

25 S7-19 13.2978 7.5208 1.23329 no

26 E90 11.57 12.7703 1.14776 no

29 S7-20 13.3627 7.86642 1.18854 no

32 13.3406 12.2262 0.992025 no

35 S9-13 13.18 9.3076 1.67622 no

47 E89 14.44 12.2754 1.38127 no
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52 outer-1 11.96 28.7782 1.28205 no

53 outer-2 14.867 22.4266 1.28966 no

56 15.8499 24.8177 1.35955 no

60 15.94 11.1737 1.57827 no

64 15.7765 20.6513 1.89283 no

67 S7-228 12.0222 7.92802 1.50092 no

75 S93 15.38 1.09141 1.80819 no

76 S26 S0-31 E13 15.4293 0.721656 1.65122 no

77 S7 S0-11 E12 15.5999 0.497586 1.6382 no

87 16.7216 14.4812 1.86302 no

90 13.7248 10.1881 1.44307 no

91 13.8585 14.4931 1.75828 no

100 12.2566 8.03726 1.12067 no

102 11.2038 10.6092 1.84185 no

118 13.1939 11.152 0.922799 no

123 S7-30 14.05 7.01209 1.2573 no

126 14.9965 6.36436 0.720289 no

136 S4-258 E60 12.45 4.67586 0.651513 no

149 S9-1 E78 12.76 9.46204 1.60932 no

155 12.7962 9.49969 1.37407 no

Table 7. Stars consistent with belonging to the counter clockwise disk.

index MPE UCLA Paumard Mag R Delta Evidence Orbit

6 S60 16.76 0.113085 0.629584 yes

30 R70 S4-36 E54 12.82 2.08898 0.656347 yes

10 S7-236 12.666 7.94508 1.3941 no

30 S7-10 E73 11.62 7.70832 1.05606 no

36 S9-23 E77 13.57 9.23117 1.30484 no

40 S10-5 E83 11.97 10.1532 1.78867 no

65 15.3536 8.67658 1.53632 no

84 S5-237 13.25 5.59141 1.15228 no

85 S4-169 E57 13.53 4.43282 1.95868 no

86 S6-82 E72 13.56 6.73303 1.50384 no

96 S7-16 12.6886 7.42579 1.71009 no

99 S6-63 E69 11.36 6.57862 0.921401 no

103 E65 12.13 6.3003 1.06481 no

105 12.9989 6.79444 1.0242 no

106 12.2293 7.36999 1.69583 no

143 S2-22 13.03 2.33073 1.99339 no

145 S5-231 E64 12.01 5.81382 1.60709 no

150 S6-81 E67 11.08 6.3722 1.47119 no

153 E63 9.328 5.297 0.938662 no

Table 8. Stars consistent with belonging to the inner warp feature.

MPE UCLA Paumard Mag R ∆ Evidence Orbit

S9 S0-5 E9 15.15 0.091365 1.38003 yes

S60 16.76 0.113116 0.589293 yes
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S5-235 13.21 5.33721 1.95023 no

14.78 6.96797 0.958125 no

13.71 7.06065 1.15084 no

S8-4 E75 11.12 8.54245 0.321072 no

S9-23 E77 13.57 9.2312 0.983455 no

S10-5 E83 11.97 10.1532 0.673866 no

S10-4 E84 11.29 10.2412 0.360631 no

13.8392 12.0786 1.61299 no

S10-48 E86 15.11 10.7369 1.76352 no

S11-5 E88 11.70 11.7584 1.19523 no

13.87 19.3905 1.95884 no

14.4037 16.7276 0.872181 no

15.3588 11.2452 1.91458 no

S11-21 E87 13.51 11.2396 0.531913 no

15.3722 9.27017 1.86716 no

15.3536 8.67654 1.52626 no

14.3489 15.152 1.82959 no

S1-33 15.06 1.2391 1.43069 no

S2-58 14.04 2.45128 0.99258 no

S4-169 E57 13.53 4.4328 1.72397 no

16.7216 14.4813 1.87428 no

S2-76 15.15 2.81263 1.45724 no

12.6724 11.3924 1.95734 no

11.4295 9.36258 0.50663 no

S9-20 E76 13.25 9.11447 1.2888 no

S7-16 12.6886 7.42576 0.981402 no

12.1135 8.81131 1.71294 no

S5-187 13.21 5.78784 1.15952 no

12.2293 7.36998 1.94377 no

S4-71 E55 12.61 4.13535 1.1851 no

S3-30 E47 12.65 3.4013 1.13645 no

S3-374 E53 12.73 3.93736 1.02151 no

S2-13 E33 11.71 2.19857 1.75181 no

S1-24 E26 11.82 1.7597 1.69777 no

S2-22 13.03 2.33074 1.45088 no

S5-231 E64 12.01 5.81383 1.35316 no

S7-161 13.6985 7.36771 1.74088 no

15.70 1.05406 1.95867 no

S3-190 14.06 3.47265 1.7133 no

Table 9. Stars consistent with beging on outer warp of the clockwise
disk.

MPE UCLA Paumard Mag R ∆ Evidence Orbit

S4 S0-3 E6 14.58 0.091998 1.90794 yes

S14 E2 15.63 0.00271191 0.0173749 yes

S2 E1 14.16 0.0107373 1.44597 yes

12.4966 11.3631 1.85805 no

IRS10W 10.9925 8.29025 1.99354 no

E90 11.57 12.7704 0.561536 no
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13.6698 9.79173 0.463197 no

13.71 7.06064 1.24503 no

S7-10 E73 11.62 7.70833 1.77437 no

S8-15 13.20 8.19548 1.24777 no

13.3406 12.2262 0.875552 no

14.1015 13.2585 1.55044 no

13.7893 14.4404 1.44733 no

13.8392 12.0786 1.7897 no

14.7092 20.9025 1.34779 no

12.7599 20.3779 1.0109 no

13.87 19.3904 0.882945 no

14.4037 16.7275 1.21626 no

outer-1 11.96 28.7817 1.22527 no

15.4278 14.3609 0.223891 no

15.0569 10.0754 0.611814 no

15.94 11.1737 1.2928 no

S11-21 E87 13.51 11.2396 1.53688 no

15.3722 9.27012 0.551794 no

16.6731 21.158 0.798925 no

15.7765 20.651 1.18804 no

15.41 5.64006 1.65611 no

14.3489 15.152 0.281202 no

16.5563 11.611 1.77148 no

E46 10.703 3.38768 0.919629 no

S2-4 E28 12.31 2.08402 1.69374 no

S2-50 15.34 2.27306 0.983683 no

S3-3 15.1047 3.14943 1.12699 no

S93 15.38 1.09142 1.20983 no

S7 S0-11 E12 15.5999 0.496342 1.10106 no

S3-314 15.50 3.83191 1.05654 no

S3-2 12.25 3.11262 1.6286 no

16.7216 14.4813 0.294344 no

S2-76 15.15 2.81263 1.73484 no

S9-114 E79 11.00 9.48721 0.556273 no

11.2038 10.6092 0.709141 no

S5-187 13.21 5.78785 1.98491 no

S4-196 14.4433 4.52485 1.68582 no

S8-181 E74 11.88 8.41553 1.14199 no

12.3832 9.51841 1.17089 no

S9-143 12.8182 9.01071 1.68612 no

S8-196 12.557 8.59268 1.07554 no

S5-34 13.7426 5.09913 0.966934 no

S3-26 E45 12.73 3.33865 1.81866 no

S7-180 E58 13.5213 7.52872 1.9775 no

S2-6 E30 12.27 2.098 1.8105 no

S5-236 13.2592 5.70296 1.91062 no

S7-161 13.6985 7.3677 1.75061 no

Table 10. Stars consistent with beging on the newly detected disk.
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